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ABSTRACT
Exploring human knowledge of geographical space and related behavior not only
helps in understanding human-environment interactions and dynamic geographic
processes, but also advances Geographic Information Systems (GIS) toward a
human-centric paradigm to make daily life more efficient. Today’s relatively easy
acquisition of various big data provides an unprecedented opportunity for
geographers to answer research questions that previously could not be adequately
addressed. However, new challenges also arise regarding data quality and bias as
well as change in methodology for dealing with big data that are different from
traditional data types.
Representing people’s perception of place and studying driver’s route-choice
behavior are two of the many applications of big data in answering research
questions about human knowledge and behavior in the fields of GIS and
transportation. Incorporating three papers, this dissertation focuses on these two
different applications to achieve the following objectives: 1) examine the degree to
which a geographic place’s spatial extent can be estimated from human-generated
geotagged photos; 2) address the challenge of geotagged photos’ uneven spatial
distribution in place estimation and explore an approach that can better derive a
place’s spatial extent; 3) develop a method that can properly estimate the spatial
extent of a place that has multiple disjoint regions while considering geotagged
photos’ uneven distribution; 4) explore useful spatiotemporal patterns of taxi
drivers’ route-choice behavior in a dynamic urban environment.
This dissertation makes three major contributions to big data applications’
systematic theory: 1) proposes an effective approach to handling the uneven
spatial distribution problem of geotagged photos as a type of volunteered
geographic data by modeling their representativeness; 2) develops methods that
can properly derive the vague spatial extent of a place with or without disjoint
regions; and 3) explores taxi drivers’ route-choice patterns in different situations
that can inform future transportation decisions and policy-making processes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.1 Research Background
Human perception and knowledge of geographical space are often formed during
people’s interactions with environments by conducting various daily activities
(Tuan 1977, Massey 1994). In turn, perception and knowledge influence human
daily practice, such as inhabiting, traveling, communicating and working, which are
the underlying contributors to human and urban dynamics. Acquiring information
about human knowledge and behavior is important in studying such fields as
Geographic Information System/Science (GIS) and transportation. This
information can be used to achieve the following research goals: explaining
geographic reality and process (Goodchild 2011), understanding human and urban
dynamics, developing human-centric GIS tools and services, providing smarter
navigation applications, mitigating urban traffic congestions, and designing
efficient transportation and urban systems.
People’s perception and knowledge of geographical space and related behavior
are also revealed in a wide range of informal ways (e.g., use of place names to
refer to geographic locations, use of words and sentences to describe one’s feeling
about and experience of the surroundings, pictures and videos of interest, and
trajectories of one’s route-choice decisions). Before the age of ubiquitous
information and communications technology (ICT), data about such perception,
knowledge and behavior was acquired through interviews, surveys and
experiments. This kind of data collection is tedious, time-consuming and expensive.
Furthermore, the data generally have low coverage of space and time, reflect a
small proportion of the population, and are usually static. The challenge of
obtaining large-scale datasets containing information about human perception and
behavior once prevented researchers from answering interesting research
questions about human dynamics.
In contrast, today’s pervasive information and communication devices (e.g.,
computers, mobile phones, global positioning system (GPS), cameras and radiofrequency identification) record and track human discourses and activities with
high spatial and temporal resolutions. The big data created in the digital world are
now regarded to be valuable “exaflood” (Swanson 2007) in both business and
scientific worlds (Sui et al. 2013). The GIS community has used those
geographically related big data from different sources to address various
geographic and transportation topics.
Different data types have varying degrees of suitability for examining different
perspectives of human perception, knowledge and behavior. The major categories
of most used geographically and/or temporally referenced big data and the related
research topics regarding human perception, knowledge and behavior include the
following:
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1. Georeferenced social media data as sensors of geographic space’s
social content. These data are created by ordinary citizens during their
participation in online social media, such as geotagged Flickr photos and tags,
Twitter tweets, Facebook postings and Foursquare check-ins. Closer to human
discourse than other data types containing only geolocations, they are often used
to examine geographic space’s social side, such as harvesting human perception
of a place (e.g., Gao et al. 2014) and inferring social characteristics about physical
space (e.g., Graham and Zook 2011, McKenzie et al. 2015). Researchers also use
these data to explore human behavior and activity patterns (e.g., Azmandian et al.
2013, Hasan et al. 2013).
2. Tracking data collected from GPS devices. These trajectory data have
been applied to explore and understand the spatiotemporal patterns of human
activity-travel behavior as well as resulting human and urban dynamics, such as
dynamic urban flows (e.g., Giannotti et al. 2011, Veloso et al. 2011), city hotspot
extraction (e.g., Palma et al. 2008), collective human mobility (e.g., Liu et al. 2012,
Jiang et al. 2009), time-varying traffic condition (Ehmke et al. 2012), and routingstrategy differences between drivers (Liu et al. 2010).
3. Location data collected from mobile phone devices that are more
pervasive provide individual persons’ digital footprints. The unit of cell phone data
(individual person) is “finer” (i.e., more direct human footprint at the individual level)
than that of vehicle GPS tracking data (vehicle). Thus, such data are frequently
used to study human-activity space (Yuan et al. 2012, Xu et al. 2016) and mobility
patterns (González et al. 2008).
These big data bring not only opportunities for studying human dynamics but also
new challenges when dealing with the issues caused by the three V’s of big data:
volume, velocity and variety (Laney 2001). Thus, new methods and tools are
needed to increase capabilities to process, analyze and visualize such new type
of data (Sui and Goodchild 2011). Miller and Goodchild (2015) suggest that in datadriven science, GIS methods and tools should shift from finding explanations and
universal laws to exploring specific patterns and descriptions at certain places and
times. Methods should also be specifically developed for certain data types and
research questions.
Addressing specific opportunities and challenges for different types of big data and
research questions, this dissertation focuses on two of the many perspectives in
big data applications: reflecting human perception of place and understanding
route-choice behavior. The concepts of place and route-choice behavior play
important roles in human dynamics and are examined in this dissertation on the
scope of human dynamics. Human perception of place (e.g., home, work place,
business place and commercial place) greatly influences urban system and travel
demands, which are directly related to human dynamics in a city. Route-choice
3

decisions between two places can both influence and be influenced by timevarying flows in urban dynamics. More details regarding specific research
questions are discussed in the following subsections.
1.1.1 Reflecting Human Perception of Place Using Geotagged Photos
The concept of place comes from associating social meanings to physical space
through human interactions and experiences with geographic environments (Tuan
1977, Agnew 2011). This concept is common in human discourse (e.g., using
place names in daily conversations to specify locations). People often ask such
questions as “where is Chinatown in New York City,” but its extent usually cannot
be located on a map. Chinatown is a vernacular name coming from people’s
understanding of a neighborhood’s social characteristics but has not been officially
defined by authorities. Thus, it is a vague concept in terms of undefined geographic
boundary and varying perceptions among people. GIS tools and services need to
better represent place from a spatial perspective to bridge informal human
discourse and a precise computational environment.
Human perception and knowledge of a place are difficult to identify until they are
explicitly expressed. During the past decade, GIS and social media have been
converging (Sui and Goodchild 2011). For example, most social media websites
provide a location-sharing function enabling users to assign a geolocation to their
postings (e.g., Twitter tweets, Facebook status updates, and Flickr photos). From
the geographic perspective, this geotagging is a process in which people explicitly
express their ideas about a location based on their experience, knowledge,
understanding and feeling. Among the geotagged textual contents, place names
are included and their relationship to corresponding geolocations are established.
Thus, a place’s spatial extent can be estimated using the geolocations that social
media users consider to be inside the place.
The convergence of GIS and social media has brought an era of humans as
sensors (Goodchild 2007) in which a bottom-up crowdsourcing process of average
citizens’ geographic data production is emerging to supplement the traditional topdown authoritative process of geographic data production (Sui et al. 2013). This
approach promotes interest in researching human knowledge of place based on
volunteered geographic data that are unprecedentedly large scale and dynamic.
However, the three V’s issues associated with big data also exist in volunteered
geographic information (VGI) (Goodchild et al. 2016), and new methodologies are
needed. Specifically, when such VGI is used to reflect human perception and
knowledge of place, challenges exist in terms of systematically biased
representation in user groups and spatial coverage (Lüscher and Weibel 2013,
Hollenstein and Purves 2010) as well as lack of quality assurance (Goodchild and
Li 2012). In other words, social media users who contribute to the VGI content may
not represent the perception and knowledge of people who do not use social media.
4

Moreover, geotagged content’s availability and distribution are inconsistent over
the entire geographic space. For example, less or no content is available in
unpopular areas. Furthermore, VGI’s contributors are average citizens who might
not be well trained with geographic knowledge. They tend to make mistakes and
reduce VGI’s quality.
Given the above challenges in using human-generated content conveying
information about human perception and knowledge of a place to explicitly
represent and visualize such information, this dissertation aims to address the
following research questions:
To what degree can biased representation and no quality assurance
influence the estimation of place extents based on geotagged photos?
Can these problems be overcome? What are some effective
approaches to overcoming them?
How effective are the geotagged photos for deriving vague spatial
extents of places? To what degree can these extents be correctly
approximated?
1.1.2 Exploring Spatiotemporal Patterns of Route-Choice Behavior Using
GPS Tracking Data
Reflecting human perception and knowledge of place discussed in Subsection
1.1.1 advances GIS tools and services toward a human-centric paradigm by
helping answer a real-world question about a place’s location. Acquiring routechoice behavior’s spatiotemporal patterns can also help improve GIS services’
performance in navigation applications by answering a real-world question about
what is a good route between two places.
The mutual influence between human route-choice behavior and a transportation
system is one of urban dynamics’ major components. Route-choice decisions are
made under various constraints, such as space and time, and can influence the
level of human mobility. Development of transportation systems depends heavily
on the characteristics of urban residents’ activity-travel behaviors, which include
route-choice behavior. After Hägerstrand (1970) initiated the era of time
geography, transportation research’s focus changed from conventional trip-based
aggregate approaches to activity-based disaggregate approaches under spacetime constraints (Timmermans et al. 2002). This focus requires more detailed
information about route-choice behavior at the individual level and under different
space-time situations. The commonly used assumption of optimal route could be
no longer applicable if urban dynamics and human factors are considered (Li et al.
2011). Although the literature shows great efforts in examining the factors
influencing route-choice decisions (e.g., Hölscher et al. 2011, Papinski et al. 2009),
5

route-choice behavior’s dynamic property and spatial variation have not often been
considered.
A city’s taxi GPS tracking data include detailed information about which routes taxi
drivers chose and what strategies were used to avoid bad traffic conditions (Castro
et al. 2013). This large dataset can help explore spatiotemporal patterns of routechoice behavior and validate conclusions from existing studies. However, mining
such big trajectory data involves some challenges: large data size, multiple
dimensions, and coexistence of homogeneity and heterogeneity in human
behavior patterns. Existing data-mining and knowledge-discovery approaches
have difficulty dealing with space-time constraints in human movements. These
challenges call for higher computational power and innovative spatiotemporal
data-mining approaches while simultaneously considering space and time. Thus,
this dissertation focuses on developing effective and efficient space-time
approaches to exploring spatiotemporal patterns of taxi drivers’ route-choice
behavior considering urban dynamics. Specific research questions include the
following:
Where, when, and to what extent do taxi drivers deviate from the
shortest-distance routes? What are some effective methods for
facilitating spatiotemporal analysis of taxi drivers’ deviation patterns?
Are road functional class, travel distance and urban rush hours
related to taxi drivers’ deviations from the shortest-distance routes?
Which factors are more influential? What unknown patterns can be
found from big taxi tracking data? Are the conclusions drawn from
such big data consistent with those from traditional survey and
sample data?

1.2 Organization of Chapters
The remainder of this dissertation consists of three paper chapters plus one
concluding chapter. Each paper chapter is written in the form of journal article.
Chapters 2 and 3 answer the research questions listed in Subsection 1.1.1 from
the perspective of human perception and knowledge of place. Chapter 4 answers
the research questions in Subsection 1.1.2 from the perspective of human routechoice behavior. These three chapters are organized as three independent papers.
Chapter 2 explores the important impact of geotagged photos’ uneven spatial
distribution on estimating vague place extents. To overcome the biased spatial
coverage, an approach is proposed for modeling the representativeness of each
geotagged photo point based on its location popularity. A modified kernel density
estimation method incorporating photo representativeness is developed. It is
tested with eight places, which cover urban vs. non-urban areas, with vs. without
6

an official boundary cases, and at various spatial scales of state, city and district
levels. The test results indicate noticeable improvements of the proposed
representativeness-weighted kernel density estimation (RW-KDE) method over
the traditional kernel density estimation method in estimating places’ vague spatial
extent. The results also indicate that using geotagged photos is feasible to derive
acceptable spatial extent of places once the unevenly distributed photos’
representativeness is properly adjusted.
Chapter 3 identifies a challenge caused by outlier photos (i.e., photos tagged with
a target place name but not located within the target place) when using geotagged
photos to estimate the spatial extent of a place with multiple disjoint extents located
in different regions of a large study area. This chapter proposes a method named
representativeness-weighted kernel density estimation for disjoint extents (RWKDE-FDE). This method first uses a scan statistic approach to determine the
number and rough locations of a place’s disjoint extents, and then applies an
improved outlier-removal process and RW-KDE approach to derive the vague
extents. The method is tested with three places that have disjoint extents in study
areas of different scales. The results show a place’s disjoint extents and their
improved spatial representation.
Chapter 4 focuses on taxi drivers’ route-choice patterns at different locations and
times and in different situations by comparing their actual routes to the shortestdistance routes. Two indices measuring taxi drivers’ preference for and avoidance
of each road segment are proposed to help reveal the spatiotemporal patterns of
taxi drivers’ deviations from the shortest-distance routes. This chapter finds that
deviation from the shortest-distance route is influenced more by road functional
class and travel distance than by urban rush hours. Taxi drivers tend to frequently
detour from the shortest-distance routes in areas with a high density of local streets,
but tend to follow the shortest-distance routes on high-hierarchy roads and short
trips. Taxi drivers are not likely to choose a primary road as an alternative if it is
not on the shortest-distance route, but once a primary road is on the shortestdistance route, they tend to stay on it. By examining the difference in deviation rate
between rush hours and off-rush hours, this chapter finds that the aggregate
patterns of taxi drivers’ deviations are relatively stable regardless of urban rush
hours.
Chapter 5 summarizes this dissertation research’s major contributions and
identifies limitations as well as future research directions.
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Photos with a Representativeness-Weighted Kernel Density
Estimation
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Abstract
Geotagged photos have been applied by many researchers to explore the spatial
extent of places. This paper addresses an important challenge of using geotagged
Flickr photos to delineate the spatial extent of a vague place, which is defined as
a place without a clearly defined boundary. We argue that the variation of location
popularity has a great impact on the estimation of such vague spatial extent of a
place. We propose an approach to model the representativeness of each
geotagged photo point based on its location popularity. A modified kernel density
estimation method incorporating the photo representativeness is developed and
tested with eight places, which cover urban vs. non-urban areas, with vs. without
an official boundary cases, and at various spatial scales of state, city and district
levels. Our results indicate major improvements of the proposed
representativeness-weighted kernel density estimation method over the traditional
kernel density estimation method in estimating the spatial extent of vague places.

2.1 Introduction
Naïve geography (Egenhofer and Mark 1995) envisions that the advanced
geographic information systems (GIS) should “follow human intuition” (p. 1) and
“support common-sense reasoning” (p. 5) so that ordinary people who do not need
to know about GIS can use them easily. It is important for such GIS to understand
and represent linguistic place names. Some places (e.g., administrative divisions)
have a formally defined geographic extent to be represented in GIS, while many
places (e.g., vernacular places) have no formally defined boundary but a vague
geographic extent. Therefore, an effective and efficient representation of vague
spatial extent of places is critical to GIS representation, query, analysis, and
visualization of places.
Acquiring human knowledge of places is a traditional way to derive vague place
extents. With the increasing popularity of geotagged social media (e.g., Flickr,
Twitter, and Facebook), large numbers of place names exist in the contents from
such platforms, carrying valuable information about people’s perception of places.
Among these social media, Flickr provides adequate and more direct associations
between photo geolocations and place name tags (Martins 2011). Thus, extracting
the spatial extent of places from Flickr data has been a GIS research topic (e.g.,
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Grothe and Schaab 2009, Hollenstein and Purves 2010, Li and Goodchild 2012,
Cunha and Martins 2014), especially for purposes of enriching large-scale
gazetteers and GIS services (e.g., Keßler et al. 2009a, Gao et al. 2014). In the
meantime, such crowd-sourced data also present challenges to place-related
research, including to which degree the spatial extent of a place can be estimated
from geotagged photos or other crowd-sourced social media data.
Past research has indicated the effectiveness of using Flickr data to identify major
locations of vague places (e.g., Hollenstein and Purves 2010, Keßler et al. 2009b).
However, estimation of vague geographic extents still presents a major challenge.
As suggested by Jones et al. (2008), we argue that the underlying assumption of
a random distribution of Flicker photos is incorrect when applying geotagged
photos to estimate vague place extents. In general, there are fewer photos taken
at locations with low accessibility and low popularity than those popular and easily
accessible locations. The conventional approach of treating each geotagged photo
with equal representativeness or importance, regardless of where it is located, is
questionable. The representativeness of photo points located in unpopular areas
could be under-weighted due to a low absolute number of photos taken in such
areas, while the representativeness of photo points located in popular areas would
be over-weighted due to a larger number of photos taken in these areas. As a
result, unpopular locations (e.g., inaccessible parts of mountain areas) of a vague
place (e.g., Rocky Mountains) would be significantly underestimated or even
excluded in the derived geographic extent. On the other hand, popular locations
could be overestimated and distort the boundary of a place. When the kernel
density estimation (KDE) method is applied to delineate vague boundaries (e.g.,
Li and Goodchild 2012), the resulting surface usually looks like a hot spot map of
the photos tagged with a target place name rather than a “probability field” (p. 205)
(Goodchild et al. 1998) representing the place extent where a higher estimate
indicates a higher probability of belonging to a target place. Thus, this study aims
at improving the representation of vague place extents by adjusting photo point
representativeness based on their location popularity. Note that we adopt the same
term “target place” (p.1047) from Jones et al. (2008) to refer to a place whose
extent needs to be estimated.
In the remainder of this paper, we start with a review of work related to the concept
of place, georeferencing place names, and delineation of vague place extent from
survey, web and social media data. In the methodology part, we discuss a
proposed approach based on photo point representativeness and the
representativeness-weighted KDE (RW-KDE) method. Next, we present the
results of testing our proposed assumptions and method based on eight selected
sample places, followed by comparisons with the results derived from the
traditional KDE approach. We conclude this paper with contributions, limitations
and future research directions.
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2.2 Related Work
As an important concept in geography, place has been extensively studied,
implying more than space by incorporating social, economic, cultural and political
meanings through human experience (Relph 1976, Tuan 1977, Agnew 2011).
Places are usually revealed in unstructured forms. Their informality is also
reflected by the variations in people’s understanding of them (Twaroch et al. 2009).
Thus, they are often absent from current GIS in which geographic objects need to
be disambiguated, abstracted and digitalized from the perspective of space. Great
efforts have been made toward the convergence of place and GIS, such as
theoretically modeling place in a computational environment (e.g., Cohn and Gotts
1996, Dilo et al. 2007) and delineating the spatial extent of place names which is
the focus of this paper.
There have been some place-friendly web applications using simple gazetteers to
handle place names (Jones et al. 2008). But retrieval of vague place extent is still
beyond the ability of current gazetteers. Usually given an authority-recognized
place name, a gazetteer provides information about its geographic location, feature
type, and relationship to other places (Goodchild and Hill 2008). But it provides
limited information on vernacular names. In most gazetteers, the location of a place
with a large spatial extent is usually represented as a point, rectangle bounding
box, or occasionally a polygon with crisp boundary (Twaroch et al. 2009). Although
an abstract and simple geometry benefits computational process in current
information systems, it falls short in delivering information about the inherent
vagueness of place boundary which often reflects human perception and cognition.
Therefore, much research has focused on deriving vague place extents from a
variety of data sources.
Montello et al. (2003) conducted an empirical study in which human subjects were
asked to draw shapes of the downtown Santa Barbara area based on their
understanding of the place extent. The downtown shapes drawn by different
participants were then aggregated to generate a probabilistic representation of the
vague place extent. Montello et al. (2014) interviewed another two groups of
participants to unveil and measure the variation of vagueness of a place perceived
by different people and at different locations. These survey-based approaches
have an advantage that data structure and collection procedure can be designed
to facilitate subsequent modeling and estimation of vague place extents as well as
to answer specific research questions. However, the difficulty in collecting such
empirical data obstructs their wide applications.
Some other research derived a place’s extent using its topological relations to
other clearly defined geographic objects. Based on a set of points covering a
region, Parker and Downs (2013) combined DBSCAN clustering technique and
fuzzy set theory for the delineation of a vague extent. For another example, based
on two sets of geographic points that fall inside and outside a place, Alani et al.
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(2001) created a Voronoi diagram of these points and delineated the place extent
from the Voronoi polygons. Their method only generated a crisp boundary. Taking
advantage of a diversity of spatial information, Schockaert et al. (2011) proposed
a unique approach which could derive constraints from qualitative and quantitative
spatial data and approximate a vague extent based on the derived constraints
using techniques of genetic algorithm and ant colony optimization. All these
approaches require that the geographic objects used as references are available
and their geometries are already defined. They do not focus on how and where to
collect these references and their spatial relations to the target place. For a large
number of vernacular places, the practicality of these approaches depends on the
availability of well-defined reference data.
Since a lot of place-related data can now be found from the web (e.g., web articles
and documents, Internet yellow pages), much research used search engines to
acquire references (e.g., hotels, cities) that are related to (e.g., inside, outside,
covering, containing same words as) the target place name (e.g., Purves et al.
2005, Schockaert et al. 2005, Arampatzis et al. 2006). After the geolocations of
returned references were determined by geoparsing and georeferencing, the
vague extents were then estimated from the reference locations using KDE
approach (Jones et al. 2008, Twaroch et al. 2009), fuzzy-set approach (Schockaert
et al. 2005), or adapted α-shape and recoloring algorithms (Arampatzis et al.
2006).
As online social media became popular, geotagged photos (often from Flickr) were
widely used in recent research for place extent assessment and digital gazetteer
enrichment. This is because, unlike other web-sourced data, they do not require
the geoparsing and geocoding processes which could introduce unexpected errors
(Martins 2011, Grothe and Schaab 2009). Li and Goodchild (2012) applied KDE to
Flickr geotagged photos, and found that the highest-density cells normally tell the
major location of a place. They also pointed out a limitation of the data source
being lack of sampling strategy. Martins (2011) improved the KDE surface by
removing overestimated locations based on land coverage information, assuming
that a place boundary is usually related to a land cover change. But this study did
not address underestimated locations. Instead of the local density perspective in
traditional KDE, Grothe and Schaab (2009) took a global perspective to generate
the crisp boundary of places using a support vector machine (SVM) classification
technique. Cunha and Martins (2014) improved the SVM method by incorporating
place semantics from Flickr photo tags, demographic characteristic from
population dataset, and topographical characteristic from elevation and land cover
datasets, considering that a place’s boundary can be found along the line where
these characteristics change. The boundary they generated was also crisp and did
not handle vague place extent. There is limited research in the literature that both
delineates the vagueness of place extents and deals with the variation of location
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popularity. Given this challenge, this study focuses on improving estimation of
vague place extents based on geotagged Flickr photos.
KDE is a widely adopted method for estimating geographic extent in various
domains such as animal home range (Downs and Horner 2012). It is relatively
easy to use, fits well with data such as geotagged photos, and thus is frequently
adopted by researchers. KDE generates a density surface through interpolation
from the geographic points covering a place to reflect the inherent vagueness of
place extent (Jones et al. 2008). Unlike fuzzy-set methods, KDE avoids using a
subjective fuzzy membership function to represent vagueness. In the following
sections, a modified KDE approach along with its assumptions are discussed and
it is evaluated with data of eight selected case studies.

2.3 Methodology
2.3.1 Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
In order to assess if the performance of our proposed method works for different
place types and at various feature scales, we selected the following eight places
as case studies: Manhattan Chinatown and San Francisco Chinatown that do not
have an official boundary at the urban district scale; City of Nashville and City of
Philadelphia with an official boundary at the urban city scale; Rocky Mountain
National Park and Great Smoky Mountains National Park as non-urban features
with an official boundary; State of California and State of Utah with an official
boundary at the state scale. These places are denoted as the target places.
Around each target place, a larger rectangle study area (about eight times larger
in size) was defined and used to search for the data of all geotagged photos
through the Flickr search API. Note that we downloaded the data of all geotagged
photos, not just those tagged with the target place name. In the reminder of this
paper, we use the term target photos to refer to the data of photos tagged with the
target place name or its variants, to distinguish them from the data of the whole
set of photos denoted as all photos. The time span used in our searches varies
among the eight places. For Manhattan Chinatown and San Francisco Chinatown,
we searched for photos between January 2013 and February 2015 since these
two places did not have an official boundary and their geographic extents could
change over time. For the validation purpose, we extended Liu’s (2014) approach
of using the Street View imagery of Google Maps (https://www.google.com/maps)
to manually delineate the boundary lines that separate locations with typical
Chinese characteristics from those without Chinese themes. The derived boundary
lines served as the benchmark reference to be compared with the geographic
extents estimated by our proposed method. Most of the Chinatown Street View
images were captured after 2013, which should be comparable with the time period
of Flickr photos used in this study. For California, we downloaded Flickr photos
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posted in January and July of 2014 as our sample data to test if partial Flickr data
could also give acceptable estimates. Similarly, for Utah, only photos between
September and December of 2014 were used. The time span chosen for the other
four selected case-study places was between February 2004 and February 2015
since they all had an official boundary that were relatively stable over time.
As suggested by Liu (2014), redundant photos that were uploaded in bulk by the
same user at the same location were removed to minimize the bias, with only one
randomly chosen photo kept; place name variants (e.g., California abbreviated as
CA; Nashville misspelled as Nashvile; Manhattan Chinatown shorten to Chinatown
when the photo is posted on the Manhattan Island) were found by browsing
through tags that occurred more than three times in the set of all photos. We then
selected a set of target photos that were tagged with the place name or any
acceptable variant from the set of all photos. Finally, based on the geolocations of
target photos and all photos, two sets of geographic points for each place name
were created respectively: target points and all points.
2.3.2 Representativeness of Geotagged Photos
The target points are those points assumed to fall inside the target place and used
in many published works to generate the KDE surface. Here we denote the set of
target points by T, and the set of all points by A. Their relation can be depicted by
T ⊆ A. As discussed in the introduction section, unpopular locations tend to be
underestimated, while popular locations tend to be overestimated. Thus, the
contribution of a target point at a low popularity location should be increased to
compensate for the disadvantage of photo availability at that location. Flickr data
provide an opportunity to measure a location’s popularity in terms of the photo
volume. This makes it possible to model a target point’s contribution level, namely
representativeness, of the place in a study. Therefore, we assume that the location
popularity is indicated by the volume of all points at a given location.
For implementation, we first discretize the earth surface in each study area into a
regular grid with a cell size of n×n, where n is the width of a cell. Each grid cell
represents a location l. The popularity pl of location l can be quantified by the count
of all points falling in that cell. As stated above, when a location’s popularity
decreases, the representativeness of a target point at that location should
increase. We assume that the representativeness rt of target point t that falls in the
cell of location k is inversely proportional to location k’s popularity pk. That is,
"# =

%
&'

(2.1)

The function creates the value of representativeness falling within (0, 1]. The
choice of grid cell size n is an important step. It can be observed from the set of all
points in Figure 2.1 that the sparsest points located in the most unpopular locations
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are usually isolated and distant from their nearest neighbor. The most isolated
target point that has the largest nearest neighbor distance can be found and
denoted as the sparsest target point which can reflect the most unpopular location
near target points. Note that the nearest neighbor of a target point here is based
on the set of all points. In order to maximize the possibility that the sparsest target
point has the highest representativeness value 1 and to avoid assigning too many
other target points with the value 1, we define n as the sparsest target point’s
nearest neighbor distance d divided by √2, which is:
( = )*+#∈- )./0∈12 # (.34 4, *
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where t represents a point in the set of target points T, and a represents a point in
the set of all points A.

Figure 2.1 Spatial distributions of target points (red) and all points (red and green)
of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. The official boundary is shown in
black solid line.
2.3.3 Outlier Removal
As shown in Figure 2.1, the target points of a place with a continuous extent usually
form an obvious cluster at that place with a few outliers surrounding it. There are
several characteristics of the outliers that can help us remove them: 1) they lie
remotely from the major cluster of target points; 2) they are thinly scattered around
the major cluster; and 3) their total count is relatively small. So our goal is to find
the major cluster and separate those thinly scattered points that are distant from
it.
The Delaunay Triangulation Clustering (DTC) can meet our goal of identifying the
major cluster in the target points. According to Eldershaw and Hegland (1997), the
basic idea is to first construct neighbors for each target point based on Delaunay
Triangulation and use edges (black solid lines in Figure 2.2(a)) to connect
neighboring target points. For each pair of neighboring target points, if they are not
close (i.e., their distance is beyond certain threshold, namely cut-off distance c),
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they should not be in the same cluster, and their connecting edge is removed.
Finally, sets of target points that are connected by remained edges (black solid
lines in Figure 2.2(b)) form clusters. To choose a reasonable cut-off distance c for
breaking edges, we assume the following two rules and the search procedure in
Figure 2.2(c).
Rule (a): c must be no less than the sparsest target point’s nearest neighbor
distance d in Equation (2.2). This is because if c is less than d, the sparsest target
point that is located in the most unpopular location will definitely be disconnected
with any of its neighbors in target points, which can result in its isolation. This rule
takes the location unpopularity issue into account when deciding the cut-off
distance.
Rule (b): the largest cluster, denoted as the major cluster, in the clustering
result under the cut-off distance c should contain more than 95% of the target
points. This is because the distribution pattern of target points shows that the
majority of target points form a cluster at the target place with only a few outliers
surrounding it. The major cluster should consist of the majority of target points, and
here we assume the number of them to be more than 95% of the target points.
Empirically, this assumption works well across all eight places in this study.
When the major cluster is found, there are several isolated points and small
clusters (e.g., A and B in Figure 2.2 (b)) that are quite near the major cluster. Since
they do not have the outlier characteristic of being distant from the major cluster,
they are not treated as outliers. A convex hull of the major cluster is created to
capture these isolated points and small clusters. Finally, all other points or small
clusters that do not intersect with the convex hull are removed from the set of target
points. The remaining target points after the outlier removal step are denoted as
the cleaned points.

B
Assign
c=d

A

Is Rule (b)
followed?

No

Assign
c = c +
0.5*d

Yes

(a)

(b)

c

(c)

Figure 2.2 DTC with the target points (red dots) of Nashville: (a) edges connecting
neighbors constructed by Delaunay Triangulation; (b) resulting major cluster with
its convex hull (in dash line). (c) Flow chart of the search procedure for cut-off
distance c.
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2.3.4 Representativeness-Weighted KDE (RW-KDE)
We take the density surface approach to generate a raster surface representing
vague place extents. The cleaned points provide limited observations about the
location of a place. To measure the degree of other locations’ inclusion in a place,
interpolations can be made from the limited observations using the KDE. At each
location to be estimated, the kernel estimator sums up the kernels centered at the
cleaned points whose contributions decrease as distances increase (Silverman
1986). The traditional KDE method considers all observations with equal
importance. We incorporate photo point representativeness into the KDE defined
by Silverman (1986) using the following kernel estimator:
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where n is the count of cleaned points; Xi is the coordinates of a cleaned point; X
is the coordinates of a raster cell whose inclusion needs to be estimated; h is the
smoothing bandwidth; ri is the representativeness of cleaned point i calculated by
Equation (2.1); and K is the quadratic kernel function cited from Silverman (1986)
(p.76):
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For each set of cleaned points of a place, both KDE and RW-KDE are implemented
using the same parameters. This ensures that their results are comparable. In
order to both maintain a good resolution with details on the final raster surface and
minimize the computational cost associated with high resolution, we choose about
1/300 of the width of a place study area to be the cell size of output surface. It is
well-known that the smoothing bandwidth could have a significant impact on the
output. For each place, we repeated KDE and RW-KDE using different bandwidths
to evaluate the sensitivity of the improvements by RW-KDE method. We tested
eleven bandwidths that are about 1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8,
11/16 and 3/4 of the width of the minimum bounding rectangle of the cleaned
points. The reason for choosing this range is that almost all surfaces tend to be
over smoothed when bandwidth approaches 3/4, and that for most places in this
study, bandwidths smaller than 1/8 are too small for many locations within a place
to find any cleaned point in its neighborhood when calculating kernel density
estimate. Since the improvements can be observed across the eleven bandwidths,
here we only present results based on three bandwidths: 1/4, 3/8, and 1/2.

2.4 Results
In this section, we use the official boundary and the surveyed boundary as
references to compare the results derived from the RW-KDE method vs. the KDE
method. All official boundaries come from the 2015 TIGER/Line® Shapefiles
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provided
by
the
U.S.Census
Bureau
(https://www.census.gov/cgibin/geo/shapefiles/index.php) and the park maps on the website of U.S. National
Park Service (https://www.nps.gov/). Chinatowns are usually recognized and
known for its distinct Chinese characteristics in building styles, signs, decorations,
and pedestrians. These characteristics change notably between adjacent streets
that are respectively inside and outside Chinatown. Thus, it is reasonable to
manually draw a relatively objective boundary separating Chinatown from the
surrounding areas, based on the Street View images from Google Maps.
All eight places were estimated by the steps described in Section 2.3: data
download and preprocessing, quantification of representativeness of target points,
outlier removal, and estimation of vague spatial extent using KDE vs. RW-KDE
methods. Figure 2.3 shows the surfaces of vague extent generated by KDE vs.
RW-KDE methods with the three selected bandwidths. All estimated values on the
density surfaces are normalized to [0, 1] and linearly stretched for grey shades of
[0, 255]. In the introduction section, we argue that location popularity could vary
greatly across different areas of a place. To better know how strong the variation
is, we take California as an example to estimate three popularity density surfaces
(Figure 2.4) based on all photo points in the study area using the KDE, each of
which corresponds to one of the three estimated KDE surfaces and RW-KDE
surfaces of vague extent in Figure 2.3 under the same estimating parameters.
The popularity density surfaces show the advantage of San Francisco and Los
Angeles areas which are two of the largest cities in the U.S. These surfaces are
very similar to the estimated KDE surfaces of vague spatial extent in Figure 2.3.
To know if a location’s membership of California estimated from the traditional KDE
method is correlated to the popularity density of that location, we plot these two
variables for each location within the official boundary and calculate a Pearson's r
correlation coefficient. The results indicate a very strong correlation which supports
our early argument that location popularity may impact the estimates by the
traditional KDE method. Take the popularity density surface with the bandwidth of
755,000 feet (Figure 2.4(c)) as an example, more than 65% of the state area have
a popularity density below 0.2 in a scale of [0,1], and only 4% have a popularity
density above 0.8. Among the low popularity-density locations (below 0.2), all of
them have a membership value below 0.263 on the traditional KDE surface; 75%
have a value under 0.13; 50% have a value under 0.075; and 25% have a value
under 0.033. This means that the majority of locations within the official boundary
are much unpopular than San Francisco and Los Angeles areas, and they are
estimated by the traditional KDE approach to have a much lower possibility of
being in California than the San Francisco and Los Angeles areas which have an
estimate above 0.42. This is a significant deviation from the ground truth. A
qualitative observation of the large dark area inside the official boundary tells the
same story.
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Figure 2.3 Vague spatial extents represented by KDE (top row of each place) vs.
RW-KDE surfaces (bottom row) under different bandwidths (h). Reference
boundaries are in red line.
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Figure 2.4 In each pair of (a) to (c), (left) a popularity density surface based on all
Flickr photos using KDE; (right) a scatter plot of the estimates from the resulting
KDE and RW-KDE surfaces against the popularity densities within the official
boundary of California.
In contrast, by incorporating photo representativeness, the estimated values of
RW-KDE surface are no longer correlated to a location’s popularity density (see
blue dots in Figure 2.4). Also among the same low popularity-density locations
(below 0.2) within the official boundary, 75% of them have an estimated value
above 0.4 on the RW- KDE surface; 50% have a value above 0.56; and 25% have
a value above 0.73. The RW- KDE has greatly increased the estimated values at
unpopular locations, better representing their membership of California. These
improvements support our argument that we need to treat each photo tagged with
a place name differently according to its location popularity; otherwise, less popular
locations that obviously belong to a vague place would be underestimated in the
derived geographic extent. Similar issues and improvements can be found in
downtown vs. other areas of Philadelphia and Nashville, low vs. high accessibility
areas in national parks, and across different bandwidths. Although there exists
linear distributions of photo points in national parks, RW-KDE can take advantages
of the limited number of sparse points that are away from the roads by assigning
them a higher weight. It better represents the less popular areas that are often
underestimated by the KDE method.
Moreover, based on qualitative observations of Figure 2.3, in the cases of
Chinatowns, national parks, and Nashville, RW-KDE surfaces tend to produce the
highest estimates near the center of reference boundaries. This is consistent with
the common sense that the center of a place has the highest probability of
membership, and that probability decreases when approaching the boundary line.
However, the cores of traditional KDE surfaces tend to be distorted toward the
most popular locations.
Both the KDE and the RW-KDE surfaces can produce a crisp boundary using a
contour line with a threshold. To further quantify their performance, namely
closeness to the reference boundary, we choose the commonly used measures of
accuracy, recall, and precision. As defined by Schockaert et al. (2011), recall
measures how much of the reference extent A can be covered by the estimated
extent A’, namely area(A∩A’)/area(A); precision measures how much of the
estimated extent correctly falls in the reference boundary, namely
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area(A∩A’)/area(A’); and accuracy measures the overall performance of the
estimates, namely area(A∩A’)/area(A∪A’).
We use the rank of raster cells based on their density values in descending order
rather than the value itself to derive the boundaries from the KDE surface and the
RW-KDE surface, respectively. This is because the distributions of normalized
density values from the KDE surface and the RW-KDE surface are quite different.
If a threshold of density value is used to derive boundaries from these two surfaces,
the returned boundaries could be very different in size. Since the size of derived
boundaries can influence their comparisons with the reference boundary, we need
to keep the two estimated boundaries comparable in size when examining their
performance based on comparisons with the reference boundary. If a rank
threshold β is used to derive the boundaries, the returned two sets of raster cells
from the KDE surface and the RW-KDE surface will form two crisp boundaries with
equal size but different shapes.
We calculate the recall, precision and accuracy measures for the boundaries
generated with various rank thresholds from the KDE and the RW-KDE surfaces
under the selected three bandwidths and plot them in Figure 2.5. These plots also
include additional KDE surfaces estimated from the target points with outliers to
see if it is the outlier removal step that contributes to the improvements. In Figure
2.5, a blue line (i.e., RW-KDE surface) is frequently above a line of the same type
and other colors. That is, given the same threshold and bandwidth, boundaries
derived from the RW-KDE method outperform those derived from the KDE method.
RW-KDE method produces a less distorted representation of vague place
boundaries than KDE approach. The outlier removal does not improve the
performance of traditional KDE method, for red lines and green lines are almost
overlapping with each other.
In the precision plots, many low precisions are found in crisp boundaries that are
derived at a small rank threshold from KDE surfaces (see the left side of the
precision charts of Philadelphia, California, Nashville in Figure 2.5). This means
that many locations that are estimated by KDE to be most likely included in the
target place are actually outside reference boundaries. This is consistent with the
observed distortions in the derived KDE surfaces of Philadelphia, California, and
Nashville in Figure 2.3. In the case of California, the overestimated areas that are
outside the reference boundary have a high popularity density shown in Figure 2.4.
This supports our point that the popular locations that are less likely to be located
within the place could be overestimated and distort the boundary. In contrast, much
higher precisions (close to 1) are found in crisp boundaries that are derived at the
same small rank threshold from RW-KDE surfaces. That is, almost all locations
that are estimated by the RW-KDE method to be most likely included in the target
place are truly inside the reference boundaries.
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Figure 2.5 Recall, precision, and accuracy of the boundaries derived from the KDE
and RW-KDE surfaces. The x axis represents the rank threshold β used to derive
crisp boundary. The y axis in the second, third, and fourth columns represent the
recall, precision, and accuracy measures, respectively.
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2.5 Conclusions
Estimation of vague spatial extent of place names is important to GIS capability of
handling places. Geotagged photos have brought great opportunities to estimate
vague place extents. However, the challenge that photos are not randomly
distributed makes it questionable if Flickr photos can be used to derive a good
representation of vague place extent, not just to identify a single crisp boundary
for a vague place.
Our analysis of the California example shows that, without a consideration of point
representativeness, locations in less popular areas are likely to be underestimated
using the traditional KDE method, and popular areas are likely to have
overestimation that could distort the shape of derived spatial extents. With this
challenge, this paper proposes a solution of assigning photo point
representativeness based on their location popularity to improve the
representation of vague place extents. Compared to the results derived from the
traditional KDE method, the proposed RW-KDE method outperforms the traditional
KDE, which is not subject to the kernel bandwidth change within a reasonable
range. The locations in less popular areas that obviously belong to a target place
are better estimated by the RW-KDE method to be comparable with those popular
locations within the same target place. The locations in highly popular areas that
do not belong to the target place are less likely to be estimated by the RW-KDE
method to be part of the target place. The RW-KDE method also derives crisp
boundaries with higher recall, precision, and accuracy measures, which
quantitatively suggest a less distorted representation of place boundaries.
The major contribution of this paper is two folds: First, it addresses and proposes
a solution for the aforementioned important challenge that has been widely
recognized in the literature but not fully explored. The proposed method has been
tested with eight places and produced better representation of vague place
extents. Second, the improvements show that it is feasible to use geotagged Flickr
photos to construct a good representation of vague place extents where a higher
estimate indicates a higher probability of belonging to the target place.
Good matches between the estimated vague extents and the reference boundaries
indicate that Flickr users’ perception of the eight place extents is close to the
reference boundaries. However, as suggested by (Cunha and Martins 2014), there
could be some places whose derived vague extents are different from their official
boundaries. More places will be examined in the future to find out useful patterns
about peoples’ perception of place, such as in what situations a place’s derived
extent is quite different from the official boundary.
The method proposed in this paper may not be suitable for places having multiple
parts. This is because the outlier removal process assumes that the photos tagged
with a target place name usually form one major cluster at that place. For places
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containing disjoint parts or places sharing the same place name, additional
considerations are needed in future research to detect the disjoint parts of a place.
Then the proposed method in this study can be applied to generate a vague extent
for each individual part.
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Chapter 3
Estimating the Spatial Extent of a Place with Disjoint Regions
Using Flickr Photos
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Abstract
Flickr photos’ uneven spatial distribution is a major challenge when using such
data to estimate the spatial extent of places that have no formally defined boundary.
There is limited research that considers this issue when approximating the vague
extent of a place with disjoint regions. A place with disjoint regions is defined as a
place whose spatial coverage is not a single continuous surface but consists of
multiple disjoint extents located in different geographical areas. To fill the research
gap, this paper proposes a method named representativeness-weighted kernel
density estimation for disjoint extents (RW-KDE-FDE). This method is tested with
three place names in study areas of different scales. It successfully determines the
places’ disjoint extents and improves their spatial representation compared to the
results from the traditional kernel density estimation (KDE) approach.

3.1 Introduction
Humans perceive, reason and convey the geographic world differently from the
ways current Geographic Information Systems (GIS) do; the former usually take a
platial perspective while the latter generally take a spatial perspective (Goodchild
2015). A well-known example is that place names, rather than abstract coordinates
as seen in GIS, are frequently used in daily life to specify spatial features. This
difference impedes ordinary people’s use of powerful GIS functions and GIS
services’ inclusion of human geographic knowledge (Egenhofe and Mark 1995).
Representing the spatial extent of places, especially those without a formally
defined boundary, is important when converting between space and place for the
development of human-centric GIS.
Representation of places on a map or in a GIS database is more complex and
challenging than placing a dot or a pushpin on a map, especially when the place
is polygonal and its extent is unknown and vague. Great efforts have been made
to model vague place extents in GIS (e.g., Dilo et al. 2007, Guo et al. 2008) and to
derive them based on different data sources (e.g., Arampatzis et al. 2006, Montello
et al. 2003). Recent literature shows increasing interest in using Flickr geotagged
photos to determine the vague extent of places (e.g., Li and Goodchild 2012,
Cunha and Martins 2014) because of Flickr data source’s advantages such as high
volume, low cost, and a long time span. However, an important challenge is that
Flicker photos’ uneven spatial distribution could have a great impact on the derived
extents. Taking the commonly used kernel density estimation (KDE) as an
example, a higher density of photos tagged with a target place name does not
necessarily mean a higher probability of being that place, but could simply
correspond with the underlying high availability of photos.
This challenge has been recognized in several studies (e.g., Grothe and Schaab
2009, Hollenstein and Purves 2010) but has not been sufficiently addressed. Chen
and Shaw (2016) tried to deal with this challenge by modeling Flickr photo’s
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representativeness based on location popularity and proposed a
representativeness-weighted KDE (RW-KDE) method, which produced less
distorted place extents. However, this method is unsuitable for a place with disjoint
extents because its outlier removal process and parameter selecting procedure
assume that only one continuous extent corresponds to a place name in a study
area. However, in the real world, the same place name could be used to specify
different regions that are spatially disjoint as the study area’s scale becomes large
enough (Feick and Robertson 2015a). The scale of study unit is important when
harvesting place-related information from Flickr data (Feick and Robertson 2015b).
For example, one region is named Chinatown when the study area is at the scale
of New York City’s Manhattan borough, while at least three disjoint regions are
named Chinatown (located in the boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens)
at the scale of New York City. Since places can change over time given a study
area, the number of regions sharing the same place name is usually dynamic and
not well known. Figure 3.1 lists different results returned from the query of
Chinatown, New York City. Wikipedia delivered better information about all of New
York City’s neighborhoods called Chinatown than Google Maps, which identified
the one in Manhattan. These different results indicate the importance and
challenge of determining a place name’s disjoint extents. Thus, this paper aims to
identify an effective approach to estimating a place’s disjoint vague extents while
considering Flickr photos’ uneven spatial distribution.
We present a method named representativeness-weighted kernel density
estimation for disjoint extents (RW-KDE-FDE), which first determines the
geographical areas into which disjoint extents may fall based on a spatial scan
statistic approach (Kulldorff 1997) and then separately estimates each extent in
the local area using an improved RW-KDE approach (Chen and Shaw 2016). This
method was tested with three place names in study areas of different scales. The
results show successful determination of disjoint extents and improved
representation of place extents.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 reviews related
work on space, place and GIS; extraction of place-related information from
volunteered geographic information (VGI); and vernacular place names’ spatial
extent representation. Section 3.3 discusses the RW-KDE-FDE method, followed
by the results of testing with the three selected place names in Section 3.4. In
Section 3.5, this paper is concluded with contributions, limitations and future
research directions.

3.2 Related Work
Although the definition of place is still vague after a long history of discussions in
human geography and related fields (Goodchild 2011), a place is frequently seen
as a product of endowing space with human experiences, perceptions, values, and
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.1 Search results of Chinatown, New York City from (a) Google Maps and
(b) Wikipedia.
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social meanings through collective human-environment interactions (Tuan 1977,
Casey 1997, Agnew 2011). Because of the inherent vagueness of place, the
concept of place benefits little from today’s digital computers with high accuracy
and efficiency in terms of calculation, visualization, analysis and distribution
(Goodchild 2011). Much effort has gone into exploring place in the context of GIS.
For practice purposes, Agnew (2011) modeled places to be consisting of three
dimensions: location, locale, and sense of place. The location dimension relates
to the counterpart of places in space, such as geolocation and spatial extent, which
this paper explores. The locale dimension refers to the social properties of place,
such as homes and workplaces. The sense-of-space dimension deals with
individuals’ feelings for a place. Most research aiming to bring place into GIS
involves the location dimension and gradually moves into the locale dimension
(e.g., Purves and Derungs 2015, McKenzie et al. 2015). An example of addressing
the location dimension is the application and development of online worldwide
digital gazetteers (e.g., GEOnet Names Server, Alexandria Digital Library, and
Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names), linking place names to their geographic
locations that can be represented in GIS. However, the lack of large numbers of
vernacular place names and spatial extents is a major deficiency in current digital
gazetteers. Thus, acquiring place-related information is critical to enriching
gazetteers and addressing all the dimensions of place.
The past decade’s “convergence of GIS and social media” (Sui and Goodchild
2011, p.1737) has created tremendous volumes of dynamic volunteered
geographic data, which provide an unprecedented opportunity to obtain placerelated information (Goodchild et al. 2016). Related work includes the following:
distinguishing place semantics from non-place semantics in texts (e.g., Rattenbury
and Naaman 2009, Mackaness and Chaudhry 2013); inferring the location of a
place that a set of words describes (e.g., O’Hare and Murdock 2013); extracting a
meaningful urban area of interest (e.g., Hu et al. 2015); and inferring the place type
of urban points of interest (e.g., McKenzie et al. 2015). Among the many aspects
of place-related information that can be derived from VGI, the spatial extent of
places has gained much attention.
Before VGI was used, many data sources were explored to delineate the vague
extent of places. For example, Montello et al. (2003) collected 36 individuals’
drawings of Downtown Santa Barbara’s boundary with different levels of
confidence. They then aggregated the drawings to generate a frequentist
representation of the Downtown area. Considering survey data’s advantages, such
as quality control and sampling strategy, some recent work still uses this kind of
data to explore places’ extent and the patterns of people’s cognitive regions (e.g.,
Lüscher and Weibel 2013, Montello et al. 2014). However, data collection’s high
cost makes using survey data impractical for a large-scale exploration of human
perception of places in a timely manner. For easier acquisition of place-related
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data, Schockaert et al. (2005), Arampatzis et al. (2006) and Jones et al. (2008)
turned to web-sourced documents for references (e.g., stores, hotels and counties)
that were described to be inside, outside, containing the place under study, or
having other relations to that place. Based on the references’ geolocations and
their relationship to the target place, the spatial extent was estimated and
represented in the form of density surface, fuzzy set, or crisp boundary. However,
the process of selecting valid references and determining their geolocations is
usually challenging and tends to produce errors (Martins 2011).
Using geotagged photos to extract the spatial extent of places is becoming a trend
in this VGI era. From a geographic perspective, geotagging and textual tagging a
photo is a process in which Flickr users explicitly document their experiences with
and their understandings and feelings about the place where the photo is located.
Thus, the large number of photo geolocations and associated text tags (containing
place names) is a good direct-data source for harvesting human knowledge of the
spatial extent of places. Grothe and Schaab (2009) and Cunha and Martins (2014)
used the one-class support vector machine approach to find the globally
maximum-density cluster of the photo points tagged with the target place name.
The cluster’s region was treated as the target place’s spatial extent. The derived
place boundaries were crisp and did not reflect the inherent vagueness of places.
KDE has been widely used in the literature (e.g., Hollenstein and Purves 2010,
Martins 2011, Li and Goodchild 2012) to represent the vague boundary of places,
but has encountered the challenge of Flickr photos’ uneven spatial distribution as
mentioned in the introduction section. That is, the resulting KDE surface may
correlate with the Flickr photos’ overall distribution.
Chen and Shaw (2016) argued that each Flickr photo point’s representativeness
should be different because the location popularity (or photo availability) varies
across the entire study area. Thus, they proposed a method to model each photo
point’s representativeness; this method improved the KDE-based representation
of the vague boundary of places. An outlier removal process was included in their
research to reduce the impact of photos tagged with the target place name but not
actually located within the target place. However, this outlier removal process is
incapable of dealing with places with two or more disjoint extents, thus creating
difficulties for properly estimating their vague extents. Little research is available
that both estimates the vague extent of a place with disjoint regions and considers
the effect of Flickr photos’ uneven distribution.
A target place name’s photo points are predominantly located at that place and
exhibit a clustering pattern in terms of density. Two or more clusters could exist if
the target place has disjoint extents. Clustering techniques can be used to first
determine where and how many disjoint extents exist. Then each extent can be
approximated separately using existing estimation methods. The literature offers a
variety of spatial clustering approaches, such as K-means (MacQueen 1967),
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DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996), and hierarchical clustering. Two challenges could
arise in using these approaches to detect the disjoint extents. First, some
parameters (e.g, K-means’ number of clusters and DBSCAN’s minimum number
of points in neighborhood) need to be predefined and largely influence the results.
Second, these approaches cannot take into account Flickr photos’ underlying
distribution; thus, may be unable to distinguish outlier clusters. As a specific type
of VGI, Flickr data inevitably contain some outliers because of the lack of quality
assurance (Goodchild and Li 2012). The outliers could grow into clusters at
locations where the numbers of overall photos are extremely high. Thus, it is
important to distinguish the outlier clusters from the significant clusters
representing the place extents. Figure 3.2 presents an example in which the
observed cluster in the red rectangle area is not actually the target place,
Chinatown; instead, the cluster reflects the area of the hottest tourist attractions in
New York City’s Manhattan borough.
The spatial scan statistic approaches (e.g., Openshaw et al. 1987, Kulldorff 1997,
Kulldorff et al. 2006) are better for addressing the above challenge. They use
search windows moving across the entire study area to look for regions that have
anomalously high rates of observations against a random process. Kulldorff (1997)
presented a mature spatial scan statistic, which has been widely used in crime and
health fields to identify crime hotspots and epidemic bursts of statistical
significance. There is limited research applying this kind of method to VGI data
that possess very different characteristics from traditional datasets such as
census-based crime and disease reports. In this paper, using the spatial scan
statistic to estimate the disjoint extents of places is also a means of exploring a
traditional spatial statistic approach’s applicability to new type of data in the VGI
era.

Figure 3.2 Spatial distribution of the Flickr photos tagged with “Chinatown” in New
York City.
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3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
To evaluate RW-KDE-FDE’s performance with different place types and studyarea scales, we selected three place names as case studies and defined their
study areas as follows: Square Park with an official boundary within Manhattan,
New York City at the urban borough scale; Chinatown, which does not have an
official boundary within New York City, at the urban city scale; and National Park
with an official boundary within California at the state scale. We denote these
places as target places in the remainder of this paper.
For each target place, its study area’s envelope (i.e. Manhattan, New York City, or
California) was used to download the metadata of all geotagged photos using
Flickr search API, regardless of whether their textual tags contained the target
place name. Only the photos within each study area’s official boundary were used
for estimations. For Square Park and National Park, the Flickr photos posted
between January 2013 and December 2015 and between July 2013 and January
2015, respectively, were downloaded to test whether partial Flickr photos could be
appropriate for extracting place extents. For Chinatown, we chose the time span
between January 2013 and December 2015 to correspond with the time period
during which the Google Street View images were collected in the regions covering
Chinatown. These street view images served as references for us to manually
draw Chinatown’s boundary, which doesn’t officially exist but which could be used
as a benchmark reference to validate the place extent derived in this study.
Keeping the temporal comparability between the derived extent and its reference
boundary is important.
Flickr users may upload photos in bulk and tag them with identical geolocations
and textual tags (Hollenstein and Purves 2010). To reduce the data bias this
phenomenon introduces, the same user’s photo redundancy at the same location
should be eliminated. Within each group of Flickr photos sharing an identical
geolocation and user, only one photo was randomly chosen and kept, while the
rest were removed from the dataset. Since some bulk-uploaded photos were not
exactly identical in geolocation but very close to each other (about 10 to 100 meters
away), they may also introduce biases and should be regarded as redundancy
when the study area is large. Thus, we treated the same user’s photos as
redundant when their geographic coordinates were identical in decimal degrees to
a precision of four decimal places for Chinatown and Square Park, and a precision
of three decimal places for National Park. The term all points refers to the
geolocations of the set of photos without redundancy. Among the all points, those
tagged with the target place name are denoted as target points. The proposed RWKDE-FDE method consists of three major steps: detection of disjoint extents,
outlier removal in the local study area, and individual extent’s density surface
estimation.
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3.3.2 Detection of Disjoint Extents
The name of a place is usually more likely used on Flickr photos located in that
place than on photos located elsewhere. Thus, we formalized the problem of
estimating the disjoint extents’ locations as detecting the photo bursts tagged with
a target place name. The case studies described in this paper tested the validity
of this assumption and formalization. As a widely-used burst-detection method, the
spatial scan statistic (Kulldorff 1997) can consider the Flickr photos’ underlying
spatial distribution. Thus, this method was applied to the dataset of all points and
target points to determine the target points’ bursts that might reflect a place’s
disjoint extents.
Many overlapping circles of varying sizes were created and centered on each
target point, representing target points’ candidate clusters (See Figure 3.3).
Compared to other window shapes such as ellipse, circular windows cost less in
computation and produced good results in our case studies. In each candidate
cluster (i.e., circular window), the following test statistic, namely the logarithm of
the likelihood ratio (LLR) (Kulldorff 1997), can be calculated to measure the
probability of current cluster’s having an unusually high rate of target points that is
not by chance:
YYZ =
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where /a is the actual count of target points within the circle; ca is the expected
occurrences of target points based on the underlying photo availability (i.e., the
number of all points in the circle) under the assumption of random Poisson
process; and / - is the total number of target points in the study area. This test
statistic is calculated over all the study area’ circular windows. The one with the
maximum LLR indicates the most likely cluster of photos tagged with the target
place name, namely the most likely extent of the place.

Figure 3.3 Examples of circular windows (blue circles) centered on the target
points tagged with “national park” (red dots). The green dots represent the set of
all points in California.
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As suggested by Kulldorff (1997, 2015), a Monte Carlo hypothesis testing (Dwass
1957) was used to assess whether the most likely cluster is statistically significant.
We generated 9999 Monte Carlo replications of our dataset under the assumption
of random Poisson distribution. For each replicated dataset, the process described
in the last paragraph was repeated to find a maximum LLR. Then the maximum
LLR’s rank derived from the real dataset was found to be " by comparing it with
the 9999 maximum LLRs generated from the replicated datasets. A p-value was
calculated as " divided by 10000 and compared to the significance level α. If the
p-value of the most likely cluster found in the real dataset is equal to or less than
α, the probability of observing such a cluster by chance is no more than α. In other
words, the cluster is statistically significant at the α level; thus, it is considered to
represent the extent of the target place. In many statistical applications, the typical
values for α are 0.05 and 0.01. In this study, we tested three α values (0.05, 0.01
and 0.001) to assess α’s influence on the results.
The significant most likely cluster identified above represents only one of the many
disjoint extents of a target place. To identify other disjoint extents, we had to detect
the clusters that also have high likelihoods but are secondary to the most likely
cluster. We adjusted Kulldorff’s (2015) iterative method, which repeats the
complete process of identifying the most likely cluster based on the dataset from
which the target points and all points of the clusters detected in previous iterations
have been removed. The iterations stop when the last-found most likely cluster’s
p-value is greater than α. Among the clusters generated in iterations (except the
one stopping the last iteration), those overlapping the ones derived in earlier
iterations were removed because they are usually areas containing or joining the
clusters that are more important and already identified. Including them would
impede determining the number of real clusters. Then the remaining clusters’ LLRs
and p-values were recalculated based on the original dataset and the 9999
maximum LLRs generated in the first iteration. Only those clusters whose p-values
are less than or equal to α are considered significant and may represent the target
place’s disjoint extents.
Note that the overlapping circles for detecting significant clusters should have an
upper size limit. As Kulldorff (2015) suggested, a circular window should not
contain more than 50% of the all points in the study area. The reason is that given
the suitability of Equation (3.1), when a cluster is larger than 50%, its LLR does not
indicate the unusually high rate of target points within the circular window, but
instead indicates the unusually low rate of target points outside the circular window.
Besides the 50% rule, a geographical maximum circle size 3 should be specified
to avoid big clusters. The reason is that as the study area’s scale increases, some
real clusters become relatively closer to each other and tend to be identified as
one big cluster in the detection process. However, when zoomed into the big
cluster, the contained individual clusters become more observably separated and
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identifiable. Thus, we assumed the search procedure diagrammed in Figure 3.4 to
choose a reasonable 3 for each case study.
Set 3: half of the radius of fg0h .

Set initial 3:
the length
of the
study area
envelope.

Yes

Identify the set of significant
clusters de from the original
dataset with circles smaller than
50% and 3.

Does di have
more than one
cluster?

Find the largest-radius cluster
fg0h among de .

Identify the set of significant clusters
di from the local dataset of cluster
fg0h with circles smaller than 50%.

No
3

Figure 3.4 Search procedure for the maximum circle size.
In this subsection, the number of significant clusters found for each place name
indicates the number of the target place’s disjoint extents. The circular clusters are
only rough estimates of the disjoint extents, but can be used to separate the global
study area (i.e. Manhattan, New York City or California) into small local areas
where each extent can be individually estimated.
3.3.3 Estimation of Individual Vague Extent in Local Study Area
The real shape of a place’s extent is much more irregular than a simple circle.
Each detected significant cluster and its surrounding area form the region that the
actual extent may fall into and also include noises near the place. To approximate
the disjoint extents of a target place, we first defined a local study area for each
individual extent as a circular region centered on a detected significant cluster and
whose radius is two times as large as the cluster’s (see Figure 3.5). Then within
each local study area, a modified RW-KDE method was applied to estimate the
vague extent in that area.
RW-KDE’s purpose is to first quantify the representativeness of each photo point
to be inversely proportional to its location’s popularity, which is measured by
counting all points in that location. A location is a cell on a regular grid covering the
study area. An outlier removal process is also included in RW-KDE to remove the
photo points tagged with a target place name but not located in that place. Then
the photo points’ representativeness is incorporated into a quadratic kernel density
estimation of the target points without outliers. Finally, the vague extent is
represented by the resulting density surface where a higher value indicates a
higher probability of being the target place. More details about the RW-KDE
method can be found in Chen and Shaw’s (2016) work and are not discussed in
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this paper. The original outlier removal process was improved in this paper for
better estimations.

Defined local study area

Detected significant cluster

Figure 3.5 Example of the local study areas (black circles) centered on the
detected clusters (blue circles) of target points in California.
The target points outside all local study areas do not form any significant cluster;
thus, those points are regarded as outliers. Inside each local study area, Chen and
Shaw’s (2016) outlier removal process assumes that there should be a major
cluster of target points representing the target place and surrounded by a few
sparse and distant outlier points. The major cluster can be found based on
Delaunay triangulation clustering (DTC) (Eldershaw and Hegland 1997). In each
local study area containing an individual extent, a Delaunay triangulation can be
used to construct the neighborships among target points. When two neighboring
target points are not close enough (i.e., the length of the edge connecting them
exceeds threshold distance f), their neighborship edge is removed, indicating they
are not in the same cluster. Then the largest set of target points still connected by
the remained edges can be found, and those target points falling within its convex
hull are regarded as the major cluster. We modified the original outlier removal
process by changing the rules of choosing a reasonable threshold distance f:
Rule (1): Considering varying location popularity, f should be at least equal
to the nearest neighbor distance of the sparsest target point, which is defined by
( = )*+#∈- )./0∈12 # (.34 4, * where j is the set of target points denoted by 4
and k is the set of all points denoted by * within the local study area. The sparsest
target point is defined as the target point with the largest nearest-neighbor distance
to all other photo points. This rule is the same as the definition in Chen and Shaw’s
(2016) work.
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Rule (2): The major cluster’s LLR under the threshold distance c should
reach the highest point as f increases from ( by replacing the circular window with
the major cluster’s convex hull. Note that ca and / - in Equation (3.1) for
calculating LLRs are determined based on the dataset in the global study area to
meet the 50% criteria. The major cluster with the highest LLR indicates the most
likely burst of photos tagged with the target place name in the local study area,
thus assumed to better represent the extent. This rule replaces Chen and Shaw’s
(2016) rule that the major cluster should contain no less than 95% of the target
points in the study area. Using an arbitrary value of 95% could be less robust than
dynamically searching for the most likely cluster. The results of outlier removal
based on these two rules are compared in Section 3.4.
Thus, the search procedure for threshold distance f was modified as shown in
Figure 3.6. After outliers were removed, one additional step was taken to examine
whether the major cluster is significant in terms of user contribution. Sometimes
even a cluster is found to be statistically significant in Subsection 3.3.2; the
cluster’s evidence of representing the place extent becomes weak if the photos of
that cluster were contributed by a very limited number of users. Thus, we assumed
that if fewer than three unique users contributed a major cluster’s photos, the
cluster and its local study area were no longer considered significant and thus were
excluded from representing place extent. Finally, each significant major cluster’s
target points were used to generate a density surface based on the RW-KDE
method. Their representativeness and relevant parameters for producing the
surface were determined in the local study area.
Set c = d and
calculate LLR(c).

Set c’ = c + 0.5*d and
calculate LLR(c’).

c

Yes
No
Is LLR(c’) < LLR(c)?

Set c = c + 0.5*d and
c’=c’+0.5*d.
Calculate LLR(c) and LLR(c’).

Figure 3.6 Search procedure for threshold distance c.

3.4 Results
For each place, we used its official boundary or surveyed boundary as the
reference to evaluate RW-KDE-FDE’s performance in determining the number of
disjoint extents, removing outlier points and representing vague extent. According
to the New York City Department of Parks & Recreation’s website
(https://www.nycgovparks.org/), five disjoint areas are named Square Park in
Manhattan. The U.S. National Park Service’s website (https://www.nps.gov) lists
eight regions named National Park in California. Square Park’s and National Park’s
official boundaries are from these two websites. We also referred to Wikipedia for
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information on all Chinatown neighborhoods; and then by observing Google Street
View images, we manually delineated these neighborhoods’ boundaries enclosing
regions with strong Chinese characteristics. The estimation of disjoint extents
based on spatial scan statistic described in Section 3.3.2 was implemented using
the free software SaTScanTM developed by Kulldorff and Information Management
Services Inc. (2015). Using the steps described in Section 3.3, we analyzed all
three place names.
3.4.1 Detected Significant Clusters for Disjoint Extents
The choice of significance level α is important when applying Monte Carlo
hypothesis testing to determine whether a cluster of target points is statistically
significant against the null hypothesis of random process. We tested three
commonly used α values to see how they influence estimating disjoint extents.
Table 3.1 presents the cluster detection’s performance with different α by
comparing the result with the ground truth. We used the number of national parks
indicated on the official website as the benchmark reference in Table 3.1 although
some extents have a tiny peripheral area separated from them (see the Lassen
Volcanic National Park’s reference boundary with its small disconnected area A in
Figure 3.7(a)). Given our study area’s large scale, we neither treated those tiny
areas as independent nor counted them in the number of disjoint extents. Future
work can focus on this scenario to determine small peripheral areas separated
from a place’s major extent. Although Wikipedia identifies as many as eight
Chinatown neighborhoods, many of them are linearly located along streets (see
red single lines in Figure 3.7(c)). Only three neighborhoods have a considerable
region size and thus were estimated in our study.
Table 3.1 indicates good estimation results across different places and α values.
All disjoint extents were successfully identified except one area named Square
Park, which is the area B in Figure 3.7(b). Only two photos were tagged as Square
Park in this area, which were not enough to be a cluster. However, the total number
of all photos taken in this area is not low, possibly indicating that people do not
tend to call this place by its official name. All of Chinatown’s disjoint extents were
successfully determined, although one extent was identified as two clusters (see
area C in Figure 3.7(c)). The reason could be related to the big difference in shape
between the circular window and the real extent that is long and narrow. Two small
circles side-by-side can better exclude locations with low target-point rates than a
single large circle. Given place extents’ irregular shape, using an irregular scan
window in future work might be more appropriate for better determining a place’s
real extent.
When a stricter significance level was used, fewer regions were wrongly estimated
to be place extents (see the last column of Table 3.1 for National Park). In those
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Table 3.1 Performance comparison of determining disjoint extents under different
significance levels. (The number with * indicates that among the detected
significant clusters, there are two clusters corresponding to one place extent.)
Errors
Place
name

National
Park
Chinatown
Square
Park

Significance
level α

Number of
detected
significant
clusters

0.05
0.01
0.001
0.05
0.01
0.001
0.05
0.01
0.001

12*
10
9
4*
4*
4*
5
5
5

Real number of
regions with the
place name

8

3

5

Number of real
regions that are
not detected

Number of
detected
clusters not
corresponding
to any extents

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

3
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
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Lassen Volcanic National Park

B
A
D

(b)

(a)

E

C
(c)

Figure 3.7 Detected significant clusters (blue circles) of disjoint extents at α=0.001
vs. reference boundaries of (a) National Park, (b) Square Park and (c) Chinatown.
Grey dots are photo points with a target place name. Reference boundaries are in
red lines, which applies to all following figures.
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wrongly estimated regions, few people contributed photos; but one person
uploaded numerous photos tagged with the incorrect target place name. This error
resulted in a biased high rate of target points and an incorrect estimate about the
regions. Since such regions’ photo count is far less than that of the most likely
cluster, they have a smaller LLR than most of the true clusters found in the scan
statistic process’s earlier iterations and could be eliminated by applying a stricter
significance level. However, an extremely strict α value increases the risk of
excluding a true cluster with a relatively low LLR. The step of removing photo
redundancy in Section 3.3.1 focuses only on same-user photos with an identical
geolocation but not on same-user photos scattered across a wide area. The
phenomenon that a small proportion of Flickr users contributed the majority of
geotagged photos is common across the entire study area. This phenomenon does
not cause problems in regions with adequate users or regions with few users but
with correctly tagged photos. Only those regions with a few people and with
wrongly tagged photos tend to be incorrectly estimated because of photo
redundancy. The cluster detection itself can hardly handle this bias in VGI data, so
a test of whether a detected place extent is supported by enough users is proposed
in Section 3.3.3 to help remove false-positive clusters.
Even when using a strict significance level α of 0.001, almost all disjoint extents
were still successfully detected. This finding suggests that bursts of photos tagged
with a target place name are dominant at the target place. In other words, Flickr
users strongly tend to tag a photo with its place name, thus making geotagged
photos a good data source for representing places.
Figure 3.7 shows identified significant clusters (blue circles) of disjoint extents
compared with reference boundaries. Most detected clusters are centered near
the official boundaries’ centroids, indicating a good approximation of place
locations. Away from the reference boundaries are many outliers possibly caused
by users’ incorrect knowledge of a place or mistaken tagging behavior. Some of
them form clusters at very popular locations distant from target places, such as the
one near the Empire State Building in Manhattan and the one at the Golden Gate
Bridge in California (see areas D and E in Figure 3.7). The detection process
successfully distinguished areas with dense outliers from true clusters of disjoint
extents by testing against a random process of the occurrence of photos tagged
with a target place name. The successful detection based on this approach may
imply a random nature of the outliers located far from target places and scattered
over the study area. Successfully removing outlier clusters also proves the
importance of considering Flickr photos’ uneven spatial distribution.
3.4.2 Results of Outlier Removal in Local Area
Each local study area defined in Section 3.3.3 was separately analyzed using both
the RW-KDE outlier removal approach and the modified approach based on the
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highest LLR (HLLR). Using the latter, Figure 3.8 shows successful separation of
valid points (i.e., the target points estimated not to be outliers) and outliers that
could not be identified by the cluster-detection step using the circular scanning
window. To quantify performance, we used the traditional measure of accuracy to
assess how close the estimated set of valid points (E) is to the real set of photo
points within a target place (R). The measure of accuracy is defined as the
proportion of correctly estimated valid points (E
R) to the total number of
involved target points (E
R). As shown in Table 3.2, the HLLR-based approach
produced slightly higher accuracies than the original one. Although the accuracy
increase is small, the importance of improved inclusion or exclusion of certain
points is noticeable in Figure 3.9. The HLLR-based approach correctly kept the
target points in unpopular locations (see area A in Figure 3.9), while the original
approach identified them as outliers. These points are important for preventing
unpopular locations from being excluded from the derived extents. The HLLRbased approach also correctly identified outliers wrongly included in the original
approach’s result (see area B in Figure 3.9). This identification can help generate
more accurate density surfaces in later estimations. The HLLR rule for eliminating
outliers is more robust than the rule of keeping at least 95% of the target points.
Although the 95% rule is applicable in most cases, sometimes it is not optimal for
certain regions such as our two examples.
Table 3.2 Accuracy comparison of outlier removal in local area.
Original RW-KDE
HLLR-based

National Park
0.95
0.96

Chinatown
0.96
0.96

Square Park
0.83
0.84

3.4.3 Derived Vague Extents
Each disjoint extent was estimated as an independent place to derive a RW-KDEFDE surface by following the steps of generating the RW-KDE surface:
constructing grid-cell locations, calculating point representativeness, incorporating
representativeness into the kernel density estimation, and normalizing the density
surface to [0, 1]. Figure 3.10 displays each place name’s derived surfaces as a
combination of individually estimated disjoint vague extents with smoothing
bandwidths about 1/2 of the valid points’ minimum bounding rectangle’s width in
each local study area. Other bandwidths of 1/4 and 3/4 were also tested and had
no impact on our conclusions.
We estimated the disjoint extents individually because of their potentially different
sizes and photo distributions. For example, the National Park’s largest disjoint
extent in Figure 3.10(a) is over 100 times larger than the smallest one with the
same place name. A good smoothing bandwidth for the larger extent could over
smooth the smaller one. Also, in the case of National Park (Figure 3.10(a)), Flickr
photos are more sparsely distributed in the largest disjoint extent (Death Valley
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2B
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2A
2B

3A

3A

3B

3B

(3)

3C

3D
3C
3D

Figure 3.8 Results of outlier removal based on the highest LLR approach in local
study areas. Green dots are valid points after outlier removal. Grey dots are
outliers to be removed.
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A

B

Figure 3.9 Examples of improved outlier removal results. Left: HLLR-based outlier
removal. Right: original RW-KDE outlier removal.
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National Park) than in the long and narrow extent (Redwood National Park) located
in California’s northwestern corner. When the grid-cell size for representativeness
calculation is chosen, the former extent’s suitable size is about four times larger
than the latter’s appropriate size. Using the former extent’s cell size to estimate the
latter extent could decrease the representativeness variation in the latter extent
and underestimate the photos’ representativeness.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10 RW-KDE-FDE surfaces of (a) National Park, (b) Chinatown, and (c)
Square Park.
Traditional KDE and original RW-KDE methods cannot determine disjoint extents
or remove outliers for the three selected places. Without dividing the global study
area into local study areas, the traditional KDE’s and the RW-KDE’s parameters
must be selected based on the global study area. Figure 3.11 shows an example
of the RW-KDE-FDE method’s improvement over the traditional KDE and original
RW-KDE methods in representing a place’s disjoint extents. To make these three
methods comparable, we derived their surfaces using the same bandwidth and the
same set of valid points that the RW-KDE-FDE method estimated. Figure 3.11(a)
indicates the traditional KDE’s strong disadvantage in handling location
popularity’s variation. The extent in Manhattan was estimated to be about 20 times
more likely to be Chinatown than the extents located in Brooklyn and Queens. In
fact, these three extents are truly Chinatowns and should have similar probability
estimates. The original RW-KDE considered photo representativeness and better
estimated Brooklyn’s Chinatown, but still underestimated the one in Queens. It is
interesting to find that although there is a burst of photos tagged as Chinatown at
the Queens Chinatown, Flickr users are less likely to tag their photos as Chinatown
in this region than in the other two regions. This finding indicates that users’ tagging
behavior varies across different geographic areas although these areas share the
same name. As shown in Figure 3.11(c), RW-KDE-FDE created a much better
representation of the three disjoint extents, proving the importance of determining
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disjoint extents and estimating each disjoint extent in the local study area.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.11 Density surface comparison of Chinatown: (a) traditional KDE, (b) RWKDE based on global study area, and (c) RW-KDE-FDE based on local study area.

3.5 Conclusion
Flickr geotagged photos have been regarded as a valuable data source for
exploring human perception and knowledge of places. Deriving the spatial extent
of places that do not have a formally defined boundary is an important aspect of
studying the concept of place. Challenges arise when using geotagged photos to
quantify the spatial extent of places, including biased spatial coverage of Flickr
photos and data-quality uncertainty. Focusing on these challenges, this paper
makes two major contributions.
First, we filled the research gap by providing an effective approach to reducing
uneven photo distribution’s impact in order to properly derive the extent of a place
with disjoint regions. Using the proposed RW-KDE-FDE method, we successfully
determined the number and locations of disjoint regions sharing the same place
name. Although some regions have a high density of outliers (such as the example
in Figure 3.2) they were successfully distinguished from the real clusters
representing the disjoint extents. Unlike other cluster-detection approaches based
purely on the closeness between observations, the scan-statistic-based method
considered the underlying Flickr photo coverage and correctly excluded the outlier
clusters from the results. The comparison between the derived RW-KDE-FDE
surface and the traditional KDE surface confirms that considering the location’s
popularity can greatly improve the place extent’s estimation based on Flickr data.
The comparison to the original RW-KDE method shows the importance and
feasibility of addressing a place’s disjoint extents.
Second, we explored the scan statistic approach’s suitability for Flickr geotagged
photos as a type of VGI datasets, which tend to have more complex noises than
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actively collected datasets, such as disease records and crime reports. The scanstatistic-based burst-detection approach has been widely used in the latter data
type, but rarely applied to VGI datasets. Our results show that by comparing with
the simulations of random process the scan statistic approach can reduce the
impact of the random errors Flickr users produced. However, this approach has
difficulty dealing with the problem caused by a small proportion of Flickr users’
uploading most of the Flickr photos. If a frequent user contributes many photos
with the wrong information in an area where few other users have uploaded photos,
this location’s estimate would be biased toward the wrong information. The
influence of frequent users’ errors can be small in locations where an adequate
number of other users have accurately contributed. However, for unpopular
locations, more place-related information and criteria other than photo
geolocations alone should be considered to improve the approximation of place
extents.
The RW-KDE-FDE method produced good surfaces representing the disjoint
spatial extents of places, but it has room for improvements. The scan statistic
process uses a circular scanning window to search for the maximum likelihood
cluster, while the place extent’s real shape is irregular. Although the outlier removal
process in the local study area found an irregularly shaped cluster, the Delaunaytriangulation-based cluster construction did not consider underlying photo
distribution. Thus, the resulting major cluster with maximum LLR may not be the
optimal solution. Future work can focus on developing a better scan statistic
process, which can find the maximum LLR cluster with an irregular shape.
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Chapter 4
Where and When Taxi Drivers Deviate from the ShortestDistance Routes in A City
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A version of this chapter’s Subsection 4.4.1 was presented at GIScience
2012 by Jiaoli Chen, Shih-Lung Shaw, Yang Xu, Qingquan Li, Zhixiang Fang and
Yuguang Li:
Chen, J., et al., 2012. Where and when taxi drivers deviate from the shortest
path in their route choices: A case study of Wuhan, China. In: N. Xiao, M.-P. Kwan,
and H. Lin, eds. GIScience 2012 extended abstracts: proceedings. http://
http://www.giscience.org/past/2012/proceedings/abstracts/giscience2012_paper_
90.pdf.
This chapter substantially extended and revised the original work. The
datasets of taxi GPS trajectories and road network were provided by the last three
coauthors. The research analyses were made by Jiaoli Chen advised by Dr. ShihLung Shaw. Yang Xu provided suggestions during this research.

Abstract
Understanding how drivers choose routes can not only benefit transportation policy
making, but also enhance navigation systems based on drivers’ experience. This
paper uses a large volume of taxi GPS (Global Positioning System) tracking data
collected in Wuhan, China to uncover taxi drivers’ route choice patterns in different
situations by comparing actual routes to the shortest-distance routes. Two indices
are proposed to measure taxi drivers’ preference for and avoidance of each road
segment. The indices are used to uncover the spatiotemporal patterns of taxi
drivers’ deviations from the shortest-distance routes. By analyzing the
relationships between the patterns and the road functional class, travel distance,
and urban rush hours, this paper finds that deviation from the shortest-distance
route is influenced more by road functional class and travel distance than by urban
rush hours. Taxi drivers tend to use the shortest-distance routes on high-hierarchy
roads and short trips. In contrast, they tend to frequently deviate from the shortestdistance routes in areas with a high density of local streets. Furthermore, they are
not likely to choose a primary road as an alternative if it is not on the shortestdistance route. However, once a primary road is on the shortest-distance route,
drivers tend to stay on it regardless of time-varying traffic conditions. Interestingly,
on most of the urban roads in Wuhan, China, the difference in deviation rate
between rush hours and off-rush hours is small. This finding may suggest that taxi
drivers’ route-choice behavior could be more consistent than what is usually
expected when the most urban roads’ traffic conditions get worse during rush
hours.

4.1 Introduction
Route choice decisions are frequently made in daily life and greatly impact travel
efficiency. Many route choice models and navigation systems use the shortest
routes as the default assumption when describing route-choice behavior and
providing directions because such routes are “simple, intuitive, and easy to
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implement” (Levinson and Zhu 2013, p. 232). However, real-world route decisions
are complex and involve many factors such as route attributes, traveler’s
sociodemographic characteristics (see Jan et al. 2000), and “social and normative
contexts” (Spissu et al. 2011, p. 96). The shortest route may not reflect the actual
route that the driver regards as the best option. Understanding how drivers’ actual
routes are different from the shortest routes can not only inform transportation
modeling and policy making, but also enhance navigation systems based on
drivers’ experience.
Great efforts have been made to improve route choice models (e.g., Cascetta et
al. 1996, Ben-Akiva and Bierlaire 1999) for better representation of route decisions.
However, the models are often built on very limited information about the actual
routes (Patro 2009). With GPS’ increasing popularity, collecting data of actual
routes becomes relatively easier, thus promoting many empirical studies. Because
of the constraint created by the tedious data-collection process, much work
examining the difference between actual routes and the shortest routes (e.g.,
Papinski and Scott 2013) is based on small samples collected from only a few
drivers. From such data, it is hard to acquire information about what route
decisions most drivers would make at certain locations and times and in certain
situations. In recent years, the availability of taxi GPS tracking data has made it
possible to obtain large volumes of taxi drivers’ actual routes, which could cover
almost an entire city and long time periods. Through frequent routing practices
during work, taxi drivers tend to accumulate experience and become familiar with
the urban road network’s dynamic traffic conditions (Li et al. 2011). Thus, it
becomes possible to reveal the route-choice patterns of taxi drivers in different
situations and to obtain their experience and knowledge.
Drivers’ route choice decisions can vary across place and time. For example, in
the real world, one would follow the shortest route on certain roads but might
deviate from it at another place in the trip. Also, some roads are preferred by many
drivers at certain times of the day but are avoided by most drivers at other times
because of heavy congestion or other reasons. This paper aims to explore the
spatiotemporal patterns of taxi drivers’ route-choice behavior by examining how
likely those drivers would be to prefer or avoid a road segment in different
situations (e.g., travel distance, time window and road functional class) compared
with the shortest-distance route. For each road segment, such information can be
stored in a geographic information system (GIS) as a reference for future decisionmaking processes. By examining different factors’ roles in the deviation patterns,
we also aim to determine what unknown patterns can be found from taxi tracking
data and whether the conclusions drawn from such big data are consistent with
the conclusions drawn from traditional survey and sample data.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reviews work
related to route choice behavior. Section 4.3 describes the datasets. Section 4.4
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includes methods, results and discussions. Subsection 4.4.1 proposes a roadsegment-based approach to measure how likely taxi drivers are to prefer or avoid
a road segment and the temporal variation. City roads are categorized into two
sets of four groups with each representing the locations having similar deviation
patterns. How road functional class is related to the patterns is also examined.
Subsection 4.4.2 uses a trip-based approach to answer how travel distance
influences drivers’ road class preference in actual routes compared to the shortestdistance routes. Subsection 4.4.3 summarizes taxi drivers’ route-choice behavior
under different situations by combining long/short travel distances, peak/off-peak
hours, and road classes. Lastly, Section 4.5 discusses implications, limitations,
and future research.

4.2 Related Work
There has been a long history of examining and simulating human routing behavior
in many research fields such as transportation engineering, GIS and computer
science. Most methods make assumptions based on little information about the
actual routes and have static views when representing human’s complex routechoice behavior. The validity of the assumptions and the representation
performance are questionable. For example, the commonly-used deterministic
user equilibrium model in transportation engineering assumes that drivers are
knowledgeable about the optimal route and always take the minimum-cost route
according to Wardrop’s (1952) first principle (Prato 2009). However, an optimal
route in distance, travel time or expense is not necessarily optimal for people who
might have different feelings, preferences and knowledge. Although the framework
of discrete choice model (e.g., Daganzo and Sheffi 1977, Frejinger and Bierlaire
2007) better reflects drivers’ “nonoptimal behavior” (Dial 1971, p. 83), it usually
assumes that route choice does not change over time. Some agent-based models
assume that drivers can dynamically react to the changes in traffic conditions and
can modify decisions en route (e.g., Rossetti et al. 2000, Dia 2002). However,
these models are usually based on theoretical calculations and do not incorporate
detailed information about actual route decisions. Understanding how actual
routes are different from theoretical assumptions and harvesting information about
route choice behavior can help improve model assumptions and simulation
methods.
Several studies have applied actual route data (e.g., stated and revealed
preference surveys and GPS observations) to empirically estimate existing models,
determine factors influencing route choice decisions, and explore route choice
patterns. For example, some studies focused on estimating existing route-choice
models’ goodness-of-fit with the actual route data (e.g., Bekhor et al. 2006,
Frejinger and Bierlaire 2007, Prato et al. 2012). However, they did not focus on
how and why the actual routes were different from those estimated from the
models. Some studies aimed to determine route choice factors, such as the trips’
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and the routes’ attributes (Dalton 2003) as well as the driver’s sociodemographic
characteristics, perception and cognition of route (Parkany et al. 2006, Tawfik et
al. 2010), and use of traffic information (Abdel-Aty et al. 1997, Chen et al. 2001,
Zhang and Levinson 2008). For example, Li et al. (2005) used 182 drivers’ morning
commute routes collected by GPS devices to build a binary logit model, which
could predict drivers’ choices between single versus multiple commute routes. The
authors identified the most influential factors to be driver age, income, and flexible
work schedule. Another set of studies focused on exploring actual routes’ patterns
by examining the diversions from the theoretical assumptions (e.g., Papinski and
Scott 2011), route choice variations among individuals (e.g., Spissu et al. 2011),
differences between observed routes and planned routes (e.g., Papinski et al.
2009), to name a few. Pattern exploration is a good way to discover unknown
features, which could inform future research exploring better route choice models.
This study follows this direction to explore taxi drivers’ deviation patterns from the
shortest-distance routes. All the above-mentioned empirical studies are based on
surveyed and sampled data that cover a small study area and short time span and
that represent only a few drivers. Thus, it is not easy to identify unknown patterns
from such data pertaining to the spatial and temporal variations of route choice
behavior.
Some studies examined how actual routes are different from the shortest routes,
but did not address spatiotemporal variations. For example, Jan et al. (2000)
compared GPS routes to their counterpart shortest-time routes and observed
important differences in travel time and roads taken. Zhu and Levinson (2010)
followed up to address the extent to which the actual routes are different from the
shortest-time routes among commute trips and non-commute trips. Papinski and
Scott (2011) developed a GIS-based toolkit to facilitate the comparison between a
GPS route and its corresponding shortest-time and shortest-distance routes in
terms of route attributes (e.g., travel time, number of intersections and route
directness). The results imply that real-world route choices cannot be reflected by
the shortest-distance route assumption. They did not provide further information
about where and when the deviations happened. Only a few studies have included
spatial or temporal considerations. For example, Jan et al. (2000) noted that the
paths chosen by the same driver for the same trip at different times were consistent.
Ramaekers et al. (2013) found that trips in different geographic regions vary greatly
in the degree of deviation from the shortest route. Thus, more efforts are needed
to extend these studies to address the spatiotemporal variation on a larger scale
and with higher spatial and temporal resolutions. New methods that can better
facilitate spatiotemporal analysis of route choice behavior are needed.
In this era of big data, large volumes of GPS traces are broadly and frequently
applied in various research topics including human mobility patterns (e.g.,
Giannotti et al. 2011), dynamic traffic condition (e.g., Ehmke et al. 2012), and land
use extraction (e.g., Liu et al. 2012). However, the number of studies that take
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advantage of big trajectory data to analyze route choice behavior is limited. For
example, Liu et al. (2010) used a large number of GPS traces to analyze the
difference in route choice patterns between two taxi driver groups of different
income levels. However, they did not focus on acquiring information about how taxi
drivers choose their routes under certain situation and at different locations and
times. Filling this research gap not only helps gain new insights into route choice
behavior but also informs future navigation applications.

4.3 Data
For our study, a GPS trajectory dataset of more than 11,000 taxis was continuously
collected from Wuhan, China, during one week in March 2009. This dataset was
preprocessed to eliminate any GPS data irregularities and to match the trajectories
to approximately 45,000 road segments taking travel direction into consideration.
Individual passenger trips and their durations were then identified from these
trajectories based on changes in passenger status. A passenger trip is defined as
a trip from a passenger’s origin to his/her destination. The GPS trajectory of each
passenger trip is associated with a sequence of road segments, representing the
actual route a taxi driver takes.
Only passenger trips were analyzed because taxi drivers may practice different
route choice behaviors when they are heading to a specific destination versus
when they are searching for customers. Finally, more than 440,000 passenger trips
per day during the study week were analyzed. Note that the term trip to refer to
passenger trip is used in the remainder of this paper. We performed the same
analysis for each day of the study week. Wuhan’s street network is an important
reference for interpreting the results in the following sections. It includes six
functional classes: freeway, state road, city expressway, urban major arterial,
urban minor arterial, and local street (see Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1). The first four
functional classes are often considered to be at a higher hierarchical level of roads
than the last two.

4.4 Methods and Results
4.4.1 Where and When Taxi Drivers Do Not Choose the Shortest-Distance
Routes
4.4.1.1 Measures of Deviations from the Shortest-Distance Routes on a Road
Segment
For each road segment, we developed two indices (from two complementary
perspectives), which quantify the degree of taxi drivers’ deviation from the shortestdistance routes. Because of various factors (e.g., traffic conditions and driver
knowledge), some road segments at certain times of day might frequently be
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Table 4.1 Functional classification of Wuhan road network.
Functional Class

Description

Freeway

Includes inter-province and inter-city highways surrounding the
urban area and an airport highway to the northwest of Wuhan

State road

Includes both a major beltway passing through the suburban area
and several major roads connecting urban and suburban areas

City expressway

Includes the most important urban arterials and the Wuhan
Yangtze River Bridge, connecting Wuhan’s three towns (Hankou,
Hanyang, and Wuchang) separated by two rivers

Urban major arterial

Includes the second-most important roads and the Second Wuhan
Yangtze River Bridge, connecting city expressways with urban
minor arterials

Urban minor arterial

Contains the most significant share of road segments in the city,
connecting major roads with local streets

Local street

Consists of streets providing access to properties
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Hankou
Hanyang

Hankou
Wuchang

Hanyang
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Wuchang

Hanyang

Wuchang

Freeway

State
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Hankou

Hankou

Hanyang

Wuchang

Urban major arterial

Hanyang

Wuchang

Urban minor arterial

Hanyang

Wuchang

Local street

Figure 4.1 Spatial distributions of six functional classes of Wuhan road network.
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chosen by taxi drivers even though those segments are not on the shortestdistance routes. Conversely, some road segments at certain times of day might
frequently be avoided by taxi drivers even though taking those segments could
shorten routes. To examine where and when these cases occur, we first calculated
the shortest-distance route for each of the approximately 440,000 trips per day
during the study week and associated that route with the corresponding road
segments. A road segment and a trip are mutually related only when the road
segment is on either or both of the GPS-Tracking Route (GTR) (i.e., the actual
route taken) and the Shortest-Distance Route (SDR) of the trip. If related to one of
the trips, a road segment must be in one of three scenarios:
(a) Matched road segment: a road segment that is chosen by a taxi driver
and is on the trip’s shortest-distance route (Figure 4.2 (a));
(b) NonSDR road segment: a road segment that is chosen by a taxi driver
but is not on the trip’s shortest-distance route (Figure 4.2 (b));
(c) NonGTR road segment: a road segment that is not chosen by the taxi
driver but is on the trip’s shortest-distance route (Figure 4.2 (c)).
Each day’s trips were further divided into 48 half-hour windows based on start and
end times. The half-hour window was chosen to make sure both urban and
suburban areas’ road segments have sufficient trips in each time window for
calculating indices. If a trip’s duration crosses the time-window boundary, the trip
was assigned to the time window that has a larger overlap with the trip duration.
We then counted the frequency with which each road segment is classified as a
D
D
matched road segment (lm(#)
), a NonSDR road segment (lno(#)
), or a NonGTR
D
road segment (lne(#) ) for each time window in a day. This count was based on
trips falling into the corresponding time window, where t represents a time window
and i is the road segment ID. Finally, the following indices were calculated to
measure taxi drivers’ deviation from the shortest-distance routes for road segment
i within time window t on a given day:
D
(1) NonSDR Ratio (lpZ(#)
): the ratio of the frequency that the road segment
D
is a NonSDR road segment (lno(#) ) to the total number of actual routes passing
D
D
through this road segment (i.e., lno(#)
+ lm(#)
). For example, a NonSDR ratio of
0.8 states that 80% of taxi trips using this road segment are not on the shortestdistance route.
D
(2) NonGTR Ratio (lqZ(#)
): the ratio of the frequency that the road segment
D
is a NonGTR road segment (lne(#) ) to the total number of the shortest-distance
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2 Three scenarios for one road segment (from junction A to junction B)
related to three different taxi trips (O1 to D1, O2 to D2 and O3 to D3): (a) Matched
road segment, (b) NonSDR road segment, and (c) NonGTR road segment.
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D
D
routes passing through this road segment (i.e., lne(#)
+ lm(#)
). For example, a
NonGTR ratio of 0.2 indicates that 20% of taxi trips do not choose this road even
though it is on their shortest routes.

These two indices of a road segment indicate how likely taxi drivers would be to
prefer or avoid the segment compared to the shortest-distance route. Thus, this
information can be stored in a GIS to be retrieved by future applications. A road
segment with a higher NonSDR ratio indicates that drivers are more likely to
choose it even though it can increase their travel distances, while a road segment
with a higher NonGTR Ratio indicates that drivers tend to avoid it even if route
distances would increase.
4.4.1.2 Spatiotemporal Patterns of Deviations from the Shortest-Distance Routes
Taxi drivers could adjust their route decisions according to time-dependent factors;
thus, a road segment would have very different values of NonSDR ratios and
NonGTR ratios throughout a day. To examine the temporal pattern of drivers’ route
decisions on each road segment, we first calculated the mean and variance of
NonSDR ratios of all 48 time windows and then computed the variance-to-mean
ratio (rsZ = t*".*/fV/)V*/) for the entire day. The VMR is an efficient and
effective way of indicating whether a road segment’s NonSDR ratio is persistent
over time. The mean value indicates the NonSDR ratio’s average magnitude for a
road segment in a day.
Some road segments have a higher mean of NonSDR ratios in a day and are more
persistent over the 48 time windows than other road segments. To find which road
segments share a similar pattern, we grouped the road segments into different
categories. According to all road segments’ mean values in a given day, the
median (sg ) bisects the means into two levels: high (≥ sg ) and low (< sg ). Also,
based on all road segments’ VMRs on the same day, the median value (sug? )
separates the road segments with persistent (< sug? ) NonSDR ratios from those
with variable (≥ sug? ) NonSDR ratios. Thus, a road segment can be classified into
one of the four categories based on its NonSDR ratios’s mean and VMR on that
particular day:
(1) Persistently high NonSDR ratios: mean ≥ sg and VMR < sug? ;
(2) Variably high NonSDR ratios: mean ≥ sg and VMR ≥ sug? ;
(3) Persistently low NonSDR ratios: mean < sg and VMR < sug? ; and
(4) Variably low NonSDR ratios: mean < sg and VMR ≥ sug? .
We also performed a similar calculation and classification for the NonGTR ratios.
A road segment can also be classified into one of the following four categories
v
based its NonGTR ratios’ mean and VMR compared to the median (sg
) of all road
v
segments’ means and the median (sug? ) of all road segments’ VMRs:
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v
v
(1) Persistently high NonGTR ratios: mean ≥ sg
and VMR < sug?
;
v
v
(2) Variably high NonGTR ratios: mean ≥ sg and VMR ≥ sug? ;
v
v
(3) Persistently low NonGTR ratios: mean < sg
and VMR < sug?
; and
v
v
(4) Variably low NonGTR ratios: mean < sg and VMR ≥ sug? .

Table 4.2 elaborates on each category’s meaning. Figure 4.3 shows the temporal
distributions of the road segments’ NonSDR ratios and NonGTR ratios selected as
examples from each category. Some time windows do not have observations and
are displayed as broken lines. They were also excluded from the calculation of
mean and VMR values. We mapped the spatial distribution of each category of
NonSDR ratios and NonGTR ratios in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, respectively. The
road segments that do not have enough related trips for calculating indices are not
classified into any of these categories and displayed in gray. The ratios show two
sets of four distinct spatial patterns among the different categories. When the
process was repeated for each day of the study week (including week days and
the weekend), these patterns are similar. This finding may suggest that the
aggregated patterns of taxi drivers’ deviation from the shortest-distance routes are
relatively stable in the urban road network, although a driver’s route choice could
be influenced by the dynamic traffic condition at the individual level.
The NonSDR ratios’ four categories (Figure 4.4) show similar spatial patterns with
the NonGTR ratios’ four categories (Figure 4.5). In each set of four categories, the
roads sharing similar spatiotemporal patterns of route-choice behavior appear to
be related to certain road functional classes. From the perspective of persistently
high NonSDR ratios (Figure 4.4(a)), the road segments are mainly short local
streets with a high network density. A similar pattern is also found in the category
of persistently high NonGTR ratios (Figure 4.5(a)), Regarding the persistently low
NonSDR ratios (Fig.4.4((c)), the road segments appear to be primary roads in
urban areas, also similar to the persistently low NonGTR ratios (Figure 4.5(c)).
4.4.1.3 Functional Classes and Discovered Patterns
The spatial distributions of the categories in Figure 4.4 and 4.5 appear to have
different patterns in functional class hierarchy as described above. To
quantitatively examine if functional class is related to the classification of the four
categories of NonSDR ratios, we first calculated the functional class composition
for each of the four categories: the percentages of road segments belonging to
each functional class among road segments within a category. We also calculated
the general functional class composition across the four categories: the
percentages of road segments belonging to each functional class among all road
segments in the four categories. To know if a category has a much higher
percentage in certain functional classes, we computed the relative change of each
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Table 4.2 Categories of NonSDR ratios and Categories of NonGTR ratios.
(a) Categories of NonSDR ratios.
Persistently

Variably

High
At any time in a day, a road segment
in this category is chosen more by taxi
drivers as an alternative road to the
shortest-distance route.

Low
At any time in a day, a road segment
in this category is chosen less by taxi
drivers as an alternative road to the
shortest-distance route.

A road segment in this category could
be chosen either more or less by taxi
drivers as an alternative road to the
shortest-distance route at some time
during a day. However, on average it
is chosen more by taxi drivers as an
alternative road to the shortestdistance route.

A road segment in this category
could be chosen either more or less
by taxi drivers as an alternative road
to the shortest-distance route at
some time during a day. However,
on average it is chosen less by taxi
drivers as an alternative road to the
shortest-distance route.

(b) Categories of NonGTR ratios.
Persistently

Variably

High
At any time during a day, a road
segment in this category is avoided
more by taxi drivers even though it is
on their shortest-distance routes.
A road segment in this category could
be either avoided more or chosen
more by taxi drivers when it is on their
shortest-distance routes at some time
during a day. However, on average it
is avoided more by taxi drivers even
though it is on the shortest-distance
routes.

Low
Whenever a road segment in this
category is part of the shortestdistance route, it is chosen more by
taxi drivers in their actual routes.
A road segment in this category
could be either avoided more or
chosen more by taxi drivers when it
is on their shortest-distance routes at
some time during a day. However,
on average it is chosen more by taxi
drivers when it is part of the shortestdistance routes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 Temporal distributions of (a) NonSDR ratios and (b) NonGTR ratios of
the road segments selected as examples from each category.
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(a) Persistently high NonSDR ratios

(b) Variably high NonSDR ratios

(c) Persistently low NonSDR ratios

(d) Variably low NonSDR ratios

Figure 4.4 Spatial distributions of the four categories of NonSDR ratios.
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(a) Persistently high NonGTR ratios

A

(c) Persistently low NonGTR ratios

(b) Variably high NonGTR ratios

B

(d) Variably low NonGTR ratios

Figure 4.5 Spatial distributions of the four categories of NonGTR ratios.
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functional class’s percentage (y axis in Figure 4.6) between each category’s
functional class composition and the general functional class composition (Figure
4.6(a)). If the four categories are not different in terms of functional class, the
relative changes would approach a value of 0. The same process was repeated
for the NonGTR ratios, and the results are displayed in Figure 4.6(b).
Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) show similar functional class patterns for the four categories
between the NonSDR ratios and the NonGTR ratios, except for the freeways in the
categories of persistently low NonSDR ratios and persistently low NonGTR ratios.
The category of persistently high NonSDR ratios includes roads consistently
preferred, while the category of persistently high NonGTR ratios includes roads
consistently avoided. Both categories, which reflect opposite route choice
behaviors, have a large proportion of low-hierarchy roads including local streets
and minor arterials. This pattern indicates that in areas with a high density of local
streets and minor roads, taxi drivers may tend to frequently deviate from the
shortest-distance route to another nearby local street that probably has better
traffic conditions.
The persistently low NonSDR ratios include roads that are not likely chosen if not
on the shortest-distance route, while the category of persistently low NonGTR
ratios includes roads that are frequently chosen once they are on the shortestdistance route. Both categories, which also reflect opposite route choice behaviors,
have a large proportion of city expressways and urban major arterials. In contrast
to the above situation in local street areas, taxi drivers are more likely to follow the
shortest-distance routes on urban primary roads (i.e., referring urban major
arterials and city expressways). They tend not to sacrifice route distance for a
primary road that is not on their shortest routes throughout the day, even though
traffic on primary roads usually moves at a higher speed if no congestion occurs.
Taxi drivers also tend not to give up a primary road on the shortest-distance route
at any time of day, even if congestion occurs during rush hours.
Regarding the difference in freeway between persistently low NonSDR ratios and
persistently low NonGTR ratios shown in Figure 4.6, the freeways causing the
difference are mainly airport highways going toward downtown (see A in Figure
4.5). Taxi drivers tend to consistently use these road segments if they are on the
shortest-distance routes. When these roads are not on the shortest-distance
routes, whether taxi drivers tend to choose them as alternatives is influenced by
time of day. Interestingly, the airport highways in the opposite direction (i.e., going
toward the airport) show a different deviation pattern (see A and B in Figure 4.5).
The different patterns suggest that when airport highways are on the shortestdistance routes, taxi drivers are more likely to deviate from them at some time
during a day in the direction of going toward airport (B) than in the direction of
going toward downtown (A). The reason might be that when driving passengers to
catch flights, taxi drivers may have concerned more about time cost and tend to
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.6 Comparison of functional class composition among different categories.
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detour to a faster route from the shortest-distance route at some time during a day.
However, when driving toward downtown, they may have concerned less about
time cost and tend to stay on the shortest-distance routes regardless of time of
day.
The different route choice behavior on low-hierarchy roads vs. high-hierarchy
roads is rarely reported in the literature. Intuitively, we thought drivers would tend
to detour to high-hierarchy roads, a conclusion which is also implied in some
research (e.g., Li 2004, Ramming 2002, Zhu 2010). However, our finding shows
that taxi drivers do not tend to choose urban primary roads as alternatives to the
shortest-distance routes. Only when those roads are part of the shortest-distance
routes do taxi drivers tend to stay on them. Such behavior is consistent over 48
time windows. This finding possibly indicate that good options on some lowhierarchy roads are available as alternatives and that drivers do not necessarily
need to detour to an urban primary road.
The categories with variable ratios show transition in functional class composition
between persistently high and persistently low categories, supporting our finding
that taxi drivers are more likely to follow the shortest-distance routes as roadways’
hierarchical level increases. Moreover, the category of variably low NonSDR ratios
has a higher percentage of state roads located in suburban areas than the
category of persistently low NonSDR ratios, also true for variably low NonGTR
ratios versus persistently low NonGTR ratios. When comparing between Figure
4.4 (b) and (d) and Figure 4.5 (b) and (d), we can see the pattern that suburban
high-hierarchy roads have higher temporal variation in taxi drivers’ choices. That
is, taxi drivers’ preference or avoidance of high-hierarchy roads is more timedependent in the suburban area than in the urban area. The reason might be that
with fewer optional low-hierarchy roads in the suburban area, taxi drivers tend to
detour to a high-hierarchy road at some time during a day when its traffic speed is
much higher than the local street on the shortest-distance route. However, when
the high-hierarchy roads in the suburban area have a large traffic volume at some
time during a day, the local streets in the same area usually have good traffic
conditions. Thus, taxi drivers tend to detour to those local streets to save time.
4.4.2 Travel Distance and Taxi Drivers’ Road Class Preference
Ramaekers et al. (2013) note that trip distance has a significant influence on
deviations from the shortest paths. To answer other questions, such as whether
for longer trips taxi drivers prefer highways as alternative roads to the shortestdistance routes, this section explores the aggregate patterns of taxi drivers’ road
class preference in actual routes compared to the shortest-distance routes as
travel distance changes. Here we used a trip-based method that is different from
the one in the subsection above. For the over 440,000 trips in a day, we assigned
each trip, based on its travel distance, to one of the 49 groups with travel distance
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intervals of 0-1 km, 1-2 km, 2-3 km, …, and 48-49 km (x axis in Figure 4.7). We
used the shortest distance between origin and destination as a reference to define
the travel distance on the road network. Smaller travel distance intervals (e.g.,
intervals of 0-0.5 km, 0.5-1 km, …, and 38.5-49 km) were tested, and there was
not much difference in the resulting patterns. For trips in travel distance interval i,
we also counted the frequency with which road segments of functional class k are
part of their shortest-distance routes (pwZ_l y (.)), and the frequency with which
road segments of functional class k are part of their actual routes (qjZ_l y (.)).
Next, we calculated the percentage share of functional class k among these trips’
shortest-distance routes ( pwZ_zy . = pwZ_l y (.)/ y pwZ_l y (.) ) and among
these trips’ actual routes (qjZ_zy . = qjZ_l y (.)/ y qjZ_l y (.)), respectively.
Finally, the difference of functional class k’s share in the actual routes vs. in the
shortest-distance routes of trips with a travel distance in interval i (w.;_zy . =
qjZ_zy . − pwZ_zy . ) was plotted in Figure 4.7.
The sign of the y axis indicates preference (if positive) or avoidance (if negative)
of a functional class in actual routes compared to the shortest-distance routes, and
the absolute value indicates the magnitude of preference or avoidance (e.g., a
higher positive number indicates a higher degree of preference). For example,
point A (46-47, 0.34) and point B (38-39, 0.07) in Figure 4.7 indicate that trips with
a travel distance of 46-47 km may prefer state roads more than trips with a travel
distance of 38-39 km. Points C and point D indicate that trips with a travel distance
of 46-47 km avoid city expressways more than trips with a travel distance of 31-32
km. Figure 4.7 illustrates the following aggregate patterns when comparing actual
routes to the shortest-distance routes:
(1) When travel distance is short (<5 km), taxi drivers do not tend to prefer
any particular road class. Thus, road functional class might not be an important
factor for short trips.
(2) When travel distance is over 30 km, taxi drivers start to consider more
state roads in their actual routes. This preference is greatly increased when travel
distance is beyond 40 km. As shown in Figure 4.1, state road class contains a
beltway surrounding the urban area and connecting the three towns separated by
two rivers in Wuhan. A trip of 30+ km usually involves crossing the Yangtze River,
thus needing to take one of the three bridges. The state road class has one bridge
on its route but is located on the outskirt. Although it has better traffic conditions
than the one located in the heart of the urban area, drivers must detour a lot to
take advantage of this option. The result indicates that taxi drivers tend to choose
the beltway sacrificing distance once the travel distance is long enough.
(3) When travel distance is beyond 21 km, taxi drivers tend to reduce the
percentage of city expressways in their routes. This reduction could be related to
the fact that those expressways are the most important urban arterials and have
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Figure 4.7 Travel distance and road class preference (x axis: travel distance
interval in km; y axis: difference of a functional class’ share in the actual routes vs.
in the shortest-distance routes).
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the city’s highest traffic volumes. Congestions frequently happen during rush
hours on those roads. A longer travel could save more time than a short travel if
drivers avoid such roads during rush hours. In fact, starting from 30 km, drivers
tend to largely avoid them. This avoidance might be related to the situation,
discussed in the previous paragraph, that drivers are likely to take a longer route
to get on a beltway and avoid the critical bridge in the expressway class. The 21
km and 30 km could be the thresholds for local and global detours, respectively.
(4) When travel distance is between 5 km and 40 km, drivers tend to slightly
prefer urban major arterials as opposed to slightly deviating from urban minor
arterials. The major arterials have higher speed limits than minor arterials, but they
also have high traffic volumes in rush hours. Taxi drivers may have adjusted their
strategies accordingly, not making the overall preference obvious.
(5) Regardless of travel distance, there appears to be no noticeable
preference regarding freeways and local streets. Figure 4.1 shows that all
freeways are located outside urban areas with fewer optional roads. This
geographic characteristic results in high rates of conformance to the shortestdistance routes on freeways. However, local streets are quite different. Our finding,
as noted in the last subsection, indicates frequent deviations from the shortestdistance routes in areas with a high density of local streets. The little difference in
percentage of local streets can further explain that those deviations are within the
same functional class in a local area (i.e., experienced drivers frequently detour
from congested local streets to nearby non-congested local streets rather than to
other functional classes’ roadways).
4.4.3 Deviation Patterns Under Different Situations
Subsection 4.4.1 examines how taxi drivers deviate from the shortest-distance
routes on different classes of roads and at different times. It does not differentiate
choice behavior between long trips vs. short trips. Subsection 4.4.2 examines taxi
drivers’ road class preference as travel distance increases, but doesn’t consider
temporal variation. This section considers the influence of road class, travel
distance, and time of day simultaneously to explore route choice patterns under
different situations. We first define four situations by combining travel distance and
time of day as follows: long trip during rush hours, long trip during off-rush hours,
short trip during rush hours, and short trip during off-rush hours. Based on Wuhan’s
public transit administration’s official definition of peak hours, we define our rush
hours to be 7:00 AM – 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM – 7:00 PM. This definition is consistent
with the time windows having the urban roads’ lowest average traffic speeds (see
Figure 4.8). Each road segment’s traffic speed in each time window is roughly
estimated by calculating the mean of GPS speeds of the taxis (with passengers)
that passed through that road segment in that time window. We used the average
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travel distance (5 km) of all taxi trips with passengers to separate long trips from
short trips.

8:00 AM

6:00 PM

Figure 4.8 Temporal variation of city roads’ average speed.
In each of the four situations, we calculated NonSDR Ratio and NonGTR Ratio for
each road segment using taxi trips under that situation and mapped them in Figure
4.9(a-d) and Figure 4.10(a-d), respectively. For example, a road segment with a
NonGTR Ratio of 0.7 in the situation of long trip during rush hours means that 70%
of long trips deviate from this road during rush hours although it is on their shortestdistance routes. To examine how taxi drivers’ avoidance (NonGTR Ratio) or
preference (NonSDR Ratio) of a road segment changes in different situations, we
calculated each road segment’s NonSDR Ratio difference and NonGTR Ratio
difference in different situations and mapped the road segments with noticeable
changes (i.e., with the difference’s absolute value greater than 0.1) as shown in
Figure 4.9(e-h) and Figure 4.10(e-h).
We found that only about 10% of roads are noticeably different in deviation rate
between rush hours vs. off-rush hours for both long and short trips, meaning that
for most road segments, taxi drivers’ preference for or avoidance of them is not
influenced much by rush hours. This lack of influence is probably because during
rush hours, the traffic conditions on most road segments become worse at the
same time. Taxi drivers may use routing strategies similar to the ones they use
during off-rush hours. Among the 10% of roads, the bridge (A in Figure 4.9(e)) to
the north of the urban area is more frequently used during rush hours on long trips
as an alternative to the main bridge located in the heart of Wuhan. However, the
route choice difference between long and short trips is much more noticeable
(Figure 4.9 (g-h) and Figure 4.10(g-h)). Over 70% of roads differ in deviation rate
above 0.1. The road segments in red indicates a higher deviation rate in long trips
vs. short trips, while the blue indicates a lower deviation rate in long compared to
short trips. The dominance of red segments indicates that detours are much likely
in long vs. short trips, which is consistent between rush hours and off-rush hours.
To further examine road functional class’s influence, we plotted the cumulative
distribution of Non-SDR ratios and Non-GTR ratios in each road class and
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(a) Long trip in rush hours

(b) Long trip in off-rush hours

(c) Short trip in rush hours

(d) Short trip in off-rush hours

(g)

(e)

A

(f)

(h)

Figure 4.9 (a-d) Non-SDR ratio’s spatial distribution in four situations. (e-h) Roads
with a noticeable difference in the Non-SDR ratio between (a) and (b), (c) and (d),
(a) and (c), (b) and (d).
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(a) Long trip in rush hours

(b) Long trip in off-rush hours

(c) Short trip in rush hours

(d) Short trip in off-rush hours

(g)

(e)

(f)

(h)

Figure 4.10 (a-d) Non-GTR ratio’s spatial distribution in four situations. (e-h) Roads
with a noticeable difference in the Non-GTR ratio between (a) and (b), (c) and (d),
(a) and (c), (b) and (d).
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displayed them by functional class (Figure 4.11) and situation (Figure 4.12).
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 have the same content but have different group layouts for
easier comparison. In both figures, each line represents the cumulative percentage
of Non-SDR ratios or Non-GTR ratios in each road class. A lower line indicates
that the road class has more roads with a higher deviation rate than other classes.
In other words, deviations are more likely with roads in that class.
Based on Figure 4.11, we find that on roads of any class and in both rush and offrush hours, long trips are more likely to deviate from the shortest-distance routes
than short trips. This finding is consistent with our intuition and conclusions in the
literature. However, the literature does not indicate whether road class and rush
hours may influence the conclusion. A more interesting finding is that on roads of
any class, the short trips’ deviation rate seems not influenced by rush hours (see
overlapping close blue and yellow lines in Figure 4.11), while on local streets, long
trips appear to have more frequent deviations during rush hours than during offrush hours (see red and green lines in Figure 4.11(a5) and (b5)). Figure 4.11
shows similar patterns across different situations with low-hierarchy roads having
high deviation rates. This finding confirms that taxi drivers are more likely to deviate
from the shortest-distance routes on low-hierarchy roads in areas with a highdensity network than on urban primary roads; this finding is not influenced by travel
distance or rush hours. Therefore, deviation from the shortest-distance route is
influenced more by road functional class and travel distance than by rush hours.
Long trips seem to be influenced more by rush hours than short trips when in localstreet areas. This finding is probably because taxi drivers of long trips are more
motivated to make detours during rush hours in order to reduce time on a single
trip.

4.5 Conclusions
Although the literature has shown a long history of understanding and representing
drivers’ routing behavior, detailed information about route choice decisions under
various situations is still scant. This paper uses a large number of taxi GPS
trajectories in a city to examine the spatiotemporal patterns of taxi drivers’
deviation from the shortest-distance route, a commonly used assumption in many
transportation models and navigation systems.
This paper has proposed two indices for each road segment in a city. These indices
contain information about the empirical priority of each roadway to be used in
future applications (e.g., suggesting directions and making traffic policies). For
those roads that taxi drivers consistently prefer or avoid regardless of time of day,
future work can investigate the explanatory variables that this paper has not
covered because of lack of road segments’ attributes (e.g., speed limit, road width,
number of lanes, intersection delay, facility, and urban function of the area along
the road). When the factors explaining drivers’ consistent avoidance of some roads
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(a1)

(b1)

(a2)

(b2)

(a3)

(b3)

(a4)

(b4)

(a5)

(b5)

Figure 4.11 Cumulative distribution of (a1-a5) Non-SDR ratios and (b1-b5) NonGTR ratios in the road classes of (a1,b1) state road; (a2, b2) city expressway; (a3,
b3) urban major arterial; (a4, b4) urban minor arterial; and (a5, b5) local street, by
different situations.
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(a1)

(b1)

(a2)

(b2)

(a3)

(b3)

(a4)

(b4)

Figure 4.12 Distribution of (a1-a4) Non-SDR ratios and (b1-b4) Non-GTR ratios in
different road classes in the following situations: (a1, b1) long trip in rush hours;
(a2, b2) long trip in off-rush hours; (a3, b3) short trip in rush hours; (a4, b4) short
trip in off-rush hours.
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are determined, improvements can be made accordingly to increase these roads’
utilization.
Drivers’ route-choice behavior observed in this study is more complex than what
most transportation models have assumed. Unlike what the research based on
traditional sample and survey data suggests, this study found that taxi drivers tend
to follow the shortest-distance routes on roads of higher hierarchy and deviate from
the shortest-distance routes in areas with a high density of local streets. This
conclusion does not suggest that taxi drivers would like to detour to a higher-level
road. In fact, they consistently tend not to detour to a primary road if it is not on the
shortest-distance route. However, once a primary road is on the shortest-distance
route, taxi drivers tend to stay on it regardless of time-varying traffic conditions.
This study also found that taxi drivers’ deviation from the shortest-distance route
is influenced more by road functional class and travel distance than by urban rush
hours. Taxi drivers are more likely to deviate from the shortest-distance routes for
longer trips. For short trips (<5km), they do not show preference for any particular
road class. However, when travel distance is beyond 30 km and the trip involves
river crossing, taxi drivers tend to detour to a city beltway in the outskirt and avoid
a busy city expressway in the city center. Moreover, in areas with a high density of
local streets, taxi drivers of long trips (>5km) tend to make more detours during
rush hours than during off-rush hours. In contrast, for short trips, they do not
deviate more during rush hours than during off-rush hours. All the abovementioned patterns can be used for future simulations of route choice decisions in
different situations.
Taxi drivers’ preference or avoidance of most urban roads is not influenced much
by rush hours. The reason might be that being constrained by most roadways’
reduced traffic speeds during rush hours, taxi drivers are likely to use routing
strategies similar to the ones used during off-rush hours. This phenomenon could
be related to the characteristics of the underlying transportation and urban systems.
Moreover, the explored aggregate patterns of taxi drivers’ deviations from the
shortest-distance routes are similar on weekdays and the weekend. This finding
may indicate that although dynamic traffic conditions can influence a driver’s route
choice decision at the individual level, the aggregate deviation patterns at the
systemic level are relatively stable. This conclusion suggests the validity of using
a preprocessed network system with relatively static empirical information for
modeling route choice decisions. This approach can help mitigate the
computational challenge in dealing with dynamic traffic conditions.
Although this study’s findings are based only on taxi drivers’ trajectories, the
effective methods proposed in this paper can be easily applied to non-taxi drivers’
GPS trajectories (e.g., commuter drivers). Future work can use these methods to
explore the route-choice differences among different driver groups and examine if
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taxi drivers make better route decisions than other drivers. Since this study’s data
was collected from only one city, whether the uncovered patterns are universal or
specific to Wuhan is unknown. Future work can apply these methods to taxi GPS
tracking data collected from other cities and examine the differences in deviation
patterns among different cities. The comparisons among cities can help explore
how transportation and urban systems influence drivers’ route-choice behavior.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
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5.1 Summary
Representing the spatial extent of places and studying route-choice behavior are
two of big data’s many applications that reflect human knowledge and behavior as
well as improve GIS tools and services. Chapters 2 and 3 focus on handling
challenges when estimating the spatial extent of places based on Flickr geotagged
photos. Chapter 4 explores spatiotemporal patterns of taxi drivers’ deviations from
the shortest-distance routes. This final chapter summarizes this dissertation’s
results, findings and contributions by answering the research questions identified
in Chapter 1.
5.1.1 Estimation of Spatial Extent of Places Based on Flickr Geotagged
Photos
1. To what degree can biased representation and no quality assurance influence
the estimation of place extents based on geotagged photos? Can these problems
be overcome? What are some effective approaches to overcoming them?
Some existing research (e.g., Hollenstein and Purves 2010) successfully used
geotagged photos to identify the location of places, but a concern remains about
whether the derived vague spatial extent can be distorted because of VGI data
bias such as the uneven spatial distribution of geotagged photos. The correlation
analysis between California’s derived vague extent and the study area’s popularity
density surface discussed in Chapter 2 confirms this concern: popular locations
are significantly overestimated on a place’s derived spatial extent; the biased
representation in Flickr photos’ spatial coverage noticeably influences the
estimation of place extents using geotagged photos.
To overcome this problem, Chapter 2 argues that each Flickr photo’s
representativeness should be different. For photos located in an unpopular location,
considering the location’s disadvantage in photo availability, the photos’
importance should be increased. By modeling the representativeness of each
photo to be inversely proportional to its location’s popularity, Chapter 2 mitigates
the influence of biased representation in Flickr photos’ spatial coverage, thus
deriving a better representation of a place’s spatial extent than the traditional KDE
method that cannot address the data bias problem.
In Chapter 2 an outlier removal process is proposed based on Delaunay
triangulation to handle the issue of no quality assurance. For most of the study
cases, the process successfully removes the outliers and keeps those points
located within the target place but in low-density areas. Chapter 3 makes an
improvement in this outlier removal process that maximizes the major cluster’s
likelihood ratio instead of setting a static upper limit of the outliers’ percentage.
Although the outliers and photo availability’s spatial heterogeneity are two major
challenges in estimating a place’s extent based on Flickr photos, their impact can
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be reduced to the minimum by applying proper methods as demonstrated in
Chapter 2.
Regarding places with disjoint extents, the uneven distribution of Flickr photos and
clustering outliers pose a challenge in determining a place’s disjoint extents. To
distinguish those outlier clusters from the real clusters representing a place’s
extents, a scan statistic approach is applied in Chapter 3 to detect bursts of photos
with a target place name. The bursts are considered very likely to be the locations
of place extents. Although the scan statistic method is rarely used in VGI data, the
results show good estimations regarding the number of disjoint extents. Dense
outlier clusters located in very popular areas are successfully removed, while loose
real clusters located in unpopular areas are correctly identified as the locations of
a place’s disjoint extents. The good results suggest that random user-generated
errors’ impact on estimating disjoint extents can be successfully eliminated by
comparing to the simulations of a random process.
However, it is challenging to deal with an issue caused by the fact that only a small
proportion of Flickr users upload the majority of Flickr photos. If a frequent user
contributes many photos with incorrect information in an area where very few other
users have uploaded photos, the estimate of this area would be biased toward the
incorrect information. The influence of the frequent user’s errors can be small at
locations where an adequate number of other users have made accurate
contributions. However, in areas with few contributors, more place-related
information and criteria other than the photos’ point distribution should be
considered to mitigate the impact of photos with incorrect information and to
improve the approximation of place extents. Chapter 3 sets a minimum number of
contributors for determining if a detected burst can be considered the location of a
place’s extent. However, a more robust method incorporating some semantic
information should be explored in future work to better handle the challenge of
users’ incorrect contributions in unpopular areas when estimating a place’s disjoint
extents.
2. How effective are the geotagged photos for deriving vague spatial extents of
places? To what degree can these extents be correctly approximated?
For many places in Chapter 2, the derived RW-KDE surfaces show high
probabilities near reference boundaries’ centers (see Figure 2.3) and produce
lower probabilities near the boundary lines. This representation reflects the
vagueness of a place’s boundary that central locations usually have higher
probabilities of being the target place than the locations near the boundary line.
Table 5.1 shows the accuracies of the crisp boundaries extracted from the derived
vague extents estimated by the RW-KDE method vs. the traditional KDE method
with a smoothing bandwidth of 1/2. To be comparable, an extracted crisp
boundary’s size is chosen to be the same as that of the reference boundary. The
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high accuracies (mostly above 0.7) of the crisp boundaries extracted from RWKDE surfaces indicate good estimations of place extents using geotagged photos.
Table 5.1 Accuracies of the extracted crisp boundaries.

RW-KDE
KDE

RW-KDE
KDE

Manhattan
Chinatown
0.82
0.71
Rocky
Mountain NP
0.76
0.70

San Francisco
Chinatown
0.73
0.64
Smoky
mountains NP
0.70
0.54

Nashville

Philadelphia

0.71
0.65
California

0.64
0.49
Utah

0.70
0.48

0.78
0.63

For the three places with disjoint extents in Chapter 3, the proposed method also
successfully determines the number of a place’s disjoint extents and makes a good
approximation of all vague extents. The good estimations in Chapters 2 and 3
based on only Flickr geotagged photos indicate that using such geotagged photos
to construct acceptable representations of places’ vague extents is feasible where
a higher value indicates a higher probability of being the target place.
5.1.2 Spatiotemporal Patterns of Taxi Drivers’ Deviations from the ShortestDistance Routes
1. Where, when, and to what extent do taxi drivers deviate from the shortestdistance routes? What are some effective methods for facilitating spatiotemporal
analysis of taxi drivers’ deviation patterns?
Chapter 4 proposes two indices to measure each road segment’s degree of
preference and avoidance by taxi drivers compared to the shortest-distance routes
across different time windows. The index values for each road segment and in
each time window explicitly convey where, when and to what degree taxi drivers
deviated from the shortest routes. The temporal variations of these indices are
good indicators of taxi drivers’ route changes over time. This chapter proposes an
approach to simultaneously considering route choice’s spatial and temporal
aspects by categorizing road segments into four groups based on the deviation
level and the degree of temporal variation. Each category represents a type of
routing pattern. Then the spatiotemporal patterns of deviations can be easily
observed from each road category’s spatial distribution. The method is effective
for discovering unknown patterns.
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2. Are road functional class, travel distance and urban rush hours related to taxi
drivers’ deviations from the shortest-distance routes? Which factors are more
influential? What unknown patterns can be found from big taxi tracking data? Are
the conclusions drawn from such big data consistent with those from traditional
survey and sample data?
The spatiotemporal patterns of deviations are found to be related to urban road
functional classification. Several studies in the literature (e.g., Li 2004, Ramming
2002, Zhu 2010) suggest that drivers tend to detour to high-hierarchy roads in their
actual routes. However, the aggregate patterns of taxi drivers’ deviations identified
in Chapter 4 suggest that taxi drivers are more likely to follow the shortest-distance
routes on urban primary roads than on low-hierarchy roads. Taxi drivers tend not
to detour to a primary road if the road is not on the shortest-distance route.
However, once the primary road is on the shortest-distance route, it is frequently
chosen even during periods with bad traffic conditions. Deviations are more
frequently made in areas with a high-density network of local streets than on highhierarchy roads. These patterns are rarely reported in the literature and are
somewhat different from the conclusions of studies based on sampled commuter
routes. This finding may suggest a difference in route-choice behavior between
taxi drivers and ordinary drivers. A possible explanation could be that the former
are more experienced with the complex local street network and tend to choose a
better route in the local area rather than simply to detour to a primary road like
ordinary drivers might do.
Travel distance is also found to influence taxi drivers’ route choices. On any type
of road and in both rush and off-rush hours, drivers on long trips are much more
likely to deviate from the shortest-distance routes than on short trips. For short trips
(<5km), taxi drivers do not have any preference about road class. However, when
travel distance is beyond 30 km, taxi drivers start to detour to beltways in the
outskirt. This threshold might be determined by the underlying network structure in
Wuhan. When travel distance is beyond 21 km, taxi drivers start avoiding urban
expressways that are the busiest roads in Wuhan city.
Road functional classification and travel distance appear to be more influential than
urban rush hours. On most road segments (about 90%), taxi drivers’ preference or
avoidance of them changes little during rush hours vs. during off-rush hours. Being
constrained by most roadways’ reduced traffic speeds during rush hours, taxi
drivers may tend to use routing strategies similar to the ones used during off-rush
hours.
Chapter 4 also reveals that the explored aggregate patterns of taxi drivers’
deviations from the shortest-distance routes are not influenced much by weekdays
vs. the weekend. This finding suggests that although the dynamic traffic condition
can influence a driver’s route choice decision at the individual level, the entire
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system’s aggregate patterns are relatively stable. The aggregate deviation
patterns may be related to the underlying transportation and urban structures.
Future work can apply our methods to test other cities with different urban and
transportation systems to determine whether urban and transportation structures
play an important role in taxi drivers’ route-choice patterns.

5.2 Future Work
Based on the three papers’ conclusions and limitations, this section identifies the
following future research directions.
1. Solution for VGI data bias
Although this dissertation’s research shows geotagged photos’ capability in
estimating a place’s spatial extent, Chapter 3 identifies a major challenge VGI data
bias causes that could impact determining a place’s disjoint extents. The data bias
is related to the fact that only a small proportion of Flickr users contributed most of
Flickr photos. In an area where very few people uploaded photos, if one user
contributed a large number of photos with incorrect information, the estimate about
this area would be biased toward the incorrect information. The influence of photos
with incorrect information can be mitigated in areas where an adequate number of
other users made accurate contributions. Thus, the challenge is to deal with
frequent users’ uploading large numbers of photos with incorrect information in
unpopular areas.
The skepticism about VGI’s capability in producing reliable geographic information
has led to many studies addressing VGI quality issues (e.g., Goodchild and Li
2012). However, current research has provided limited solutions to the abovementioned data bias. Robust methods incorporating semantics should be
developed to reduce the impact of some frequent users’ contributing unreliable
contents. A direction could be measuring a photo’s reliability based on its
contributor’s tagging behavior pattern. For example, for those users who tend to
use the same set of words to tag their photos taken at different places and with
different themes, their photos’ reliability should be reduced because batch-tagging
behavior is more likely to produce incorrect information.
2. Conflation of multiple data sources
A major limitation of the research presented in Chapter 4 is that only taxi
trajectories and road functional classification are available and used in the analysis.
Information is limited about the urban environments where route choices were
made. Route choice decisions are complex and influenced by many factors, such
as speed limit, road width, number of lanes, facilities, and urban function of the
area along the road. Using only trajectories can hardly uncover the explored
patterns’ underlying process or explain some counterintuitive patterns. For
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example, Chapter 4 identifies some roads that taxi drivers consistently avoided
regardless of the time of day. Future research needs both to include more data
sources and to search for explanatory variables for this pattern. Once explanatory
factors are found, improvements can be made accordingly to increase those roads’
utilization.
3. Pattern reproduction
Big data are often seen as repositories of unknown knowledge. Patterns are often
explored to detect any sign of unknown information. Much pattern-exploring
research focuses on datasets collected from one or two cities. It is difficult to know
whether the explored patterns are universal or just unique to a city; however, both
types of patterns are equally important for understanding the underlying process.
For example, the spatiotemporal patterns of taxi drivers’ deviations from the
shortest-distance routes are similar between weekdays and the weekend. This
finding is counterintuitive because the urban dynamics could be quite different
between weekdays and the weekend and deviations’ spatiotemporal patterns
might change accordingly. A possible explanation could be that the aggregate
patterns of deviations are influenced more by the underlying urban and
transportation systems than by human dynamic movements. Knowing whether
other cities have similar patterns can help in understanding the relationship
between taxi drivers’ route-choice behavior and urban dynamics.
This dissertation does not determine whether other driver groups (e.g., commuters)
have similar deviation patterns. Future work can apply the same methods to nontaxi drivers’ trajectories to explore how taxi drivers choose their routes differently
from other driver groups, examine if taxi drivers make better route decisions than
other drivers, and discover route-choice differences among different driver groups.
In conclusion, this dissertation identified several challenges and opportunities
when using two different types of big data to explore human knowledge of place
and route-choice behavior, respectively. Some effective approaches are presented
to deal with data bias and quality issues in Flickr geotagged photos as a type of
VGI for harvesting the spatial extent of places. Aggregate patterns regarding
drivers’ deviation from the shortest-distance routes are explored and discussed to
inform transportation applications. This dissertation may help in building big data
applications’ systematic theory.
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